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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL

INTRODUCTION

1.

The Director-General of Conservation lodged a submission on the
proposed plan changes (Plan Changes) to the Whangarei District Plan
(Plan) on 2 July 2019 and a further submission on 26 August 2019. The
Director-General’s submission primarily seeks the inclusion of kauri
dieback provisions in the Plan Changes to work alongside other
measures to help stop the spread of the disease.

2.

These legal submissions are presented on behalf of the DirectorGeneral of Conservation (the Director-General) in relation to the Plan
Changes. They will cover the following matters:

(a)

The Director-General’s interest in the Plan Changes;

(b)

The Director-General’s approach to the Plan Changes and the
Director-General’s

concerns

with

respect

to

the

recommendations in the section 42A report;
(c)

The procedural fairness question that has been raised by Counsel
for Whangarei District Council with respect to the relief sought in
Mr Riddell’s evidence for the Director-General; and

(d)

The relief sought by the Director-General.

DIRECTOR-GENERAL’S INTEREST IN THE PLAN CHANGES

3.

As the administrative head of the Department of Conservation (the
Department), the Director-General has all powers as are reasonably
necessary and expedient to enable the Department to perform its
functions as set out in the Conservation Act 1987 (the Conservation
Act).

4.

The Department’s functions that are particularly relevant in this
instance include:

(a)

Advocating for the conservation of natural and historic resources
generally1; and

(b)

Promoting the benefits to present and future generations of the
conservation of natural and historic resources2.

5.

Section 2(1) of the Conservation Act defines the term “conservation” as
follows:
Conservation means the preservation and protection
of natural and historic resources for the purpose of
maintaining their intrinsic values, providing for their
appreciation and recreational enjoyment by the
public, and safeguarding the options of future
generations.

6.

Kauri dieback disease has been confirmed in kauri trees located in and
around the Whangarei District.3 The disease is a lethal root rot disease
caused by the pathogen Phytophthora agathidicida. There is no known
cure for kauri dieback and all effort is needed to stop the spread to new
sites.4

7.

The rapid spread of kauri dieback is responsible for the major shift in
conservation status for kauri from Not Threatened to Threatened –
Nationally Vulnerable.5

1

Conservation Act 1987, section 6(b).
Conservation Act 1987, section 6(c).
3 Evidence of Antony Julian Beauchamp (7 November 2019) at paragraph 26, 27 and Appendix
1.
4 Evidence of Antony Julian Beauchamp (7 November 2019).
5 Evidence of Antony Julian Beauchamp (7 November 2019) at paragraph 13 and De Lange PJ,
Rolfe JR, Barkla JW et al., 2018, Conservation Status of New Zealand Indigenous Vascular
Plants, 2017. Wellington, New Zealand: Department of Conservation.
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8.

The Environment Court has provided guidance on the approach to be
taken for kauri dieback disease and the Court has confirmed that there
is jurisdiction in the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) to include
provisions in a district plan to prevent the spread of kauri dieback
disease.6

EVIDENCE

9.

The Director-General will be calling two witnesses to provide expert
evidence in relation to the Plan Changes. The witnesses are:

(a)

Dr Antony Julian Beauchamp, a Technical Advisor Threats who
will provide evidence relating to the management required to
stop the spread of kauri dieback disease; and

(b)

Mr John Andrew Riddell, a planner who will provide planning
evidence relating to kauri dieback and the Plan Changes.

THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL’S APPROACH TO THE PLAN CHANGES

10.

The Director-General is concerned that the recommendations in the
section 42A report do not recognise the serious and urgent nature of
the issues associated with kauri dieback disease. For example: at
paragraph 52 of Part 6 – Living Zones of the section 42A report the
reporting officer states:

As part of the WDP rolling review it is anticipated that this issue may
be further considered as part of the Significant Natural Areas Plan
Change. In my opinion it is more appropriate to address this issue
comprehensively as part of that plan change.7

6

Director-General of Conservation v Thames-Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC 133.
Part 6 – Living Zones Proposed Plan Change 88I Section 42A Hearing report at paragraph 52
on page 13.
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11.

The risks with this approach include: (a) the time lag between now and
the next phase of the ongoing rolling review; and (b) the urgently
required kauri dieback provisions may not be adopted in the Significant
Natural Areas Plan Change.

12.

The Environment Court’s decision in Director-General of Conservation v
Thames-Coromandel District Council provides useful guidance on the
approach that should be taken for kauri dieback disease. At paragraph
122 the Court stated:

The disease is not waiting around. It is a terrible reality, having
marked effects on northern North Island forests. We agree
with Mr Whaley, Dr van Eyndhoven, and others, that regulation
in District Plans is not only desirable; it is necessary. We also
accept that there can be no one silver bullet, but that various
agencies must take steps within their respective areas of
jurisdiction or influence. That said, we express real concern
that to date there has been mostly talk, and not enough “do”.
The issues with this pathogen are serious and urgent. It is not
an answer to say that understanding the science around the
disease is in its infancy, and there is no cure in sight yet. Steps
should at least be taken, and urgently, to minimise the spread
of the scourge as far as reasonably possible, while the search
for a cure or means of scientific control continue.8

13.

In the Thames-Coromandel case the Court:

(a)

Rejected the request from Thames-Coromandel District Council
to leave the matter to future variations or plan changes; and

(b)

Directed Thames-Coromandel District Council to consult with the
other parties on the processes that might be undertaken under

8

Director-General of Conservation v Thames-Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC 133.
For a recent update on the search for a cure or means of scientific control please see the article
that was published on 25 November 2019 by Bradshaw et el entitled Plant Pathogen Impacts –
Review attached as Appendix A to these submissions.

section 293 of the RMA to include kauri dieback provisions across
all zones.9

14.

The Environment Court also held that the RMA and the Biosecurity Act
1993 (BA) can be easily reconciled. At paragraph 118 the Court stated:

We reiterate that we have found that there is jurisdiction in the
RMA to regulate on these matters, such being complementary
to other regulatory methods, primarily under the BA. As urged
on us by several witnesses, the kauri tree is of stand-out
importance in the wonderful flora that New Zealand is blessed
with. As a result, it understandably plays a part in domestic
and international tourism initiatives and activities in the upper
half of the North Island.

It is regrettable that efforts by

agencies to combat the spread of kauri dieback have only
recently taken on any significant urgency, as the ravaging
effects of the disease on these notable trees have become more
advanced and visually obvious in forests in the Northland and
Auckland regions.

15.

I submit that there is an urgent need for RMA plan based action for the
management of kauri dieback to be taken now. Waiting around for a
future plan change would go against the clear guidance that has been
given by the Environment Court in the Thames-Coromandel case.

16.

There have been funding delays with the draft National Pest
Management Plan that is being prepared under the BA. It is unknown
when this plan will come into effect.10 This is further reason to take
RMA plan based action now to enable some measures to be put in
place to require good hygiene practices to be used to help stop the
spread of the disease.

9

Director-General of Conservation v Thames-Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC 133 at
paragraphs 125 to 127.
10
Evidence of Antony Julian Beauchamp (7 November 2019) at paragraph 14 and evidence of
John Andrew Riddell at paragraphs 47 – 50.

17.

A further concern with the recommendations in the section 42A report
is the use of the term “canopy root zone”. This term does not make
sense. The diagram11 below is the simplest way to explain the issues
that arise when you replace the word “dripline” with “root zone”.

18.

As you can see from the diagram above, the root zone is already at the
point that is three times the radius of the canopy dripline. Therefore,
three times the radius of the “root zone” is a much larger area than
three time the radius of the “canopy dripline”. This cannot be the
intention of the section 42A reporting officer. I submit that the correct
term for identifying the kauri hygiene zone is “canopy dripline” and
that the wording proposed by Mr Riddell being “three times the
maximum radius of the canopy dripline” should be adopted. I also
invite Council to consult on using section 293 of the RMA to correct the
Notable Public Trees chapter.

11

This diagram has been sourced from the following website:
https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/services/regional-services/plant-and-animal-pests/plantpests/kauri-dieback/

19.

It is important to use the correct terminology.

In the Thames-

Coromandel case the Environment Court held that “land within three
times the dripline of kauri is contaminated land where it is known to or
may potentially contain a hazardous substance in the form of the
ecotoxic pathogen Pa capable of causing ill health, injury, or death to
kauri”.12
20.

The time lag between initial infection and the expression of any
symptoms13 makes it difficult to confirm if a kauri tree is infected. It is
therefore necessary to carefully consider the words “may potentially
contain” and adopt a precautionary approach.

The precautionary

approach is to assume that all land within three times the maximum
radius of the canopy dripline is contaminated.
21.

The section 42A report also misinterprets section 76(4A) to (4D) of the
RMA. These sections were enacted as a response to the additional
time and cost arising from the consenting process required to manage
specimen trees in urban environments.

The provisions sought to

remove protection where specific values could not be identified. The
provisions are not intended to prevent the ability of District Plans to
meet section 6 of the RMA. Regardless, protection could be provided
by identifying kauri trees in a schedule to the plan.

RELIEF SOUGHT IN EVIDENCE

22.

The Panel has heard legal submissions from Ms Sarah Shaw as Counsel
acting for Whangarei District Council on the relief sought in Mr Riddell’s
evidence for the Director-General.

23.

Ms Shaw’s legal submissions consider whether there is a risk of
procedural unfairness and Ms Shaw has stated in her legal submissions
that the Director-General’s submission did not “fairly and reasonably

12

Director-General of Conservation v Thames-Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC 133 at
paragraph 45.
13
Evidence of Antony Julian Beauchamp (7 November 2019) at paragraph 36.

raise” the prospect of a new Strategic Direction policy apply to all
zones.

24.

The Director-General’s submission does refer to the three chapters
referenced by Ms Shaw but the substance of the Director-General’s
submission is that the Director-General seeks the inclusion in the Plan
Changes of provisions to work alongside other measures to help
prevent the spread of kauri dieback disease. The evidence from the
Director-General’s independent planning expert recommending a
Strategic Direction policy on kauri dieback that will apply to all zones is
not out of “left field”. Paragraphs 4, 6-8, and 11(b) of the DirectorGeneral’s submission indicate that the Director-General submission is
seeking such relief as may be necessary to ensure the effective
management of kauri dieback to prevent further spread of the disease.
It should also be noted that the EARTH chapter applies district wide. A
policy in the Strategic Direction chapter is not that much more widely
applying but it would have the benefit of sitting under a specific
biodiversity objective.

25.

The inclusion of provisions in the Plan Changes to prevent the spread of
kauri dieback disease will assist Whangarei District Council in
performing its mandated council functions under section 31 of the
RMA, in particular the maintenance of biological diversity which Council
is to achieve through the integrated management of effects, including
the adoption of controls to prevent or mitigate the actual or potential
adverse effects of the use of contaminated land.14

26.

I submit that it would be appropriate to take a substance over form
approach to the Director-General’s submission.

27.

It is lawful to determine the scope of the submissions by reference to
other submissions. Therefore, further reasons to support the Panel to
consider the relief sought in Mr Riddell’s evidence include:

14

Submission 143; Resource Management Act 1991, s 31; and The Director-General of
Conservation v Thames Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC at paragraph 45.

(a)

Submission 173 by the Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board and the
evidence tabled by the Trust Board refer to the Strategic
Direction chapter and the Patuharakeke Hapu Environmental
Management Plan 2014.

Paragraphs 7.1 and 7.3 of the

Patuharakeke Hapu Environmental Management Plan state15:
7.1

Issues

…
c)

Decline in key species (eg. Tuna, kukupa, kauri) has significant
adverse cultural, social, health and economic effects on
Patuharakeke

…

7.3

Policies

…
b)

PTB will consider all positive initiatives that benefit indigenous
biodiversity in our rohe and will participate on a case-by-case
basis, particularly supporting those which:
…
ii.

Use a range of tools and methods, rather than relying
on a ‘magic bullet’ approach;

iii.

Occur across agencies to align and co-ordinate efforts
to maximise success.

…
g)

Crown agencies and local authorities must provide active
protection of the kaitiaki relationship of tangata whenua with
indigenous flora and fauna and matauranga o Patuharakeke as
guaranteed by Te Tiriti o Waitangi.

(b)

The section 32 report on the Strategic Direction chapter also
considers the Patuharakeke Hapu Environmental Management
Plan.

28.

It should come as no surprise that the Director-General would like to
see provisions to stop the spread of kauri dieback disease across all

15

The Patuharakeke Hapu Environmental Management Plan 2014 can be found at the
following website: https://patuharakeke.maori.nz/wpcontent/uploads/2015/02/Patuharakeke-Hapu-Environmental-Management-PlanDecember-2014.pdf

zones.

The Director-General’s position on kauri dieback is well

publicised. In the Thames-Coromandel case, Counsel for the DirectorGeneral invited the Environment Court to invoke section 293 of the
RMA to apply controls on kauri dieback to all zones that make up the
whole district. On the basis of the evidence, the Environment Court
stated that it is concerned that the kauri dieback is a serious and urgent
problem and it directed that section 293 of the RMA be used to
introduce kauri dieback rules to remaining zones not covered in the
Director-General’s submission or appeal.16

29.

In Tussock Rise Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council, Judge J R
Jackson stated:

I consider that section 293, recognising the complexity of plan
preparation, provides both a feedback loop and (potentially) a
method to remedy any procedural unfairness to persons not
before the court.17

CONCLUSION

30.

In conclusion, the Director-General seeks that kauri dieback provisions
be included in the Plan Changes to work alongside other measures to
help stop the spread of the disease. This would be best achieved by
way of a management plan approach in accordance with the
recommendations set out in the evidence of Mr Riddell and Mr
Beauchamp. Putting a policy originally sought for the Earth chapter
into the strategic direction chapter is not a significant difference in
terms of coverage of chapters in the Plan.

31.

In the alternative, if the Panel does not accept the Director-General’s
submissions on scope then the Director-General seeks that the
recommended policy be inserted in the Earth chapter.

16

The Director-General of Conservation v Thames Coromandel District Council [2018] NZEnvC at
paragraph 125.
17 Tussock Rise Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council [2019] NZEnvC 111 at paragraph 64.

32.

I submit that kauri dieback is a serious and urgent problem and I note
that in terms of planning practice it is preferable to have the policy in
the Strategic Direction chapter because of the biodiversity objective in
that chapter.

DATED this 2nd day of December 2019

_______________________________________
Michelle Hooper
Counsel for the Director-General of Conservation
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a

Kauri (Agathis australis), which is one of the world’s largest and longest-living conifer species, is under threat from a
root and collar dieback disease caused by the oomycete pathogen Phytophthora agathidicida. The noted incidence of
kauri dieback has increased in the past decade, and even trees >1000 years old are not immune. This disease has profound effects on both forest ecosystems and human society, particularly indigenous M
aori, for whom kauri is a taonga
or treasure of immense significance. This review brings together existing scientific knowledge about the pathogen and
the devastating disease it causes, as well as highlighting important knowledge gaps and potential approaches for disease
management. The life cycle of P. agathidicida is similar to those of other soilborne Phytophthora pathogens, with roles
for vegetative hyphae, zoospores and oospores in the disease. However, there is comparatively little known about many
aspects of the biology of P. agathidicida, such as its host range and disease latency, or about the impact on the disease
of abiotic and biotic factors such as soil health and co-occurring Phytophthora species. This review discusses current
and emerging tools and strategies for surveillance, diagnostics and management, including a consideration of genomic
resources, and the role these play in understanding the pathogen and how it causes this deadly disease. Key aspects of
indigenous Maori knowledge, which include rich ecological and historical knowledge of kauri forests and a holistic
approach to forest health, are highlighted.
Keywords: Agathis australis, disease impact, forest health, kauri dieback, oomycete, traditional indigenous knowledge

Kauri – an Ancient Tree Species Under Threat
Kauri, or Agathis australis, is one of the earliest diverging
lineages of Agathis, a genus of about 17 extant gymnosperm conifer species within the Araucariaceae (Wilf
et al., 2014). Kauri is also one of the largest and longestliving tree species, with trunk diameters up to 4.4 m and
an average lifespan of 600 years, although the oldest trees
reported are well in excess of 1500 years in age (Ahmed &
Ogden, 1987; Steward & Beveridge, 2010). Kauri are
endemic to New Zealand (NZ), where they have immense

*E-mail: r.e.bradshaw@massey.ac.nz

cultural significance (Black et al., 2018) and are highly revered. Before European settlement, kauri forest covered >1
million ha, but after more than 200 years of destruction
by logging and burning, <1% of the original old-growth
forest remains (Steward & Beveridge, 2010). In addition
to this, about 60 000 ha of kauri forest that regenerated
after the main period of forest exploitation also exists
(Halkett, 1983) and much of the existing kauri forest is
now protected (Steward & Beveridge, 2010).
The survival of remnant kauri is now threatened by
kauri dieback: a lethal root rot disease caused by the
oomycete pathogen Phytophthora agathidicida (Weir
et al., 2015), for which there is no known cure. Kauri
dieback was first reported in 1972 on Aotea Great

ª 2019 The Authors. Plant Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of British Society for Plant Pathology.
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Barrier Island in NZ (Gadgil, 1974), but was not recognized on the NZ mainland until 2006 (Beever et al.,
2009). The pathogen was subsequently confirmed in
many locations within the natural range of kauri (Waipara et al., 2013). Surveillance has revealed the widespread nature of the epidemic (Fig. 1) and kauri are now
identified as a threatened species (De Lange et al., 2018).
The symptoms of kauri dieback are excessive resin
production (i.e. gummosis, hyper-resinosis; Seyfullah
et al., 2018) at the collar and lower trunk region of
the tree, and crown decline, usually leading to tree
mortality (Fig. 2a,b). These symptoms are only
observed during the chronic phase of the disease, and
are due to pathogen-mediated dysfunction of the outer
vascular tissue (Fig. 2c). Infections of fine roots are
likely to occur several years before the onset of aboveground disease symptoms (latency period). The time
from symptom development to death is highly variable
but it typically takes 1–10 years, with smaller trees generally declining more rapidly than larger trees. The disease trajectory is also strongly influenced by
environmental conditions, host predisposition and abundance of the pathogen.

The need for effective management strategies to limit
the spread of the pathogen has resulted in a cross-cultural response in NZ, with science, citizen science and
indigenous M
aori knowledge (m
atauranga M
aori), being
used to combat kauri dieback. M
atauranga M
aori
embeds values and culture in a holistic ecological perspective. There is a central role for ecosystem factors
such as healthy soils, associated micro- and macroflora,
and seasonal observations, in the m
atauranga M
aori
approach to sustainable management and forest health
(Chetham & Shortland, 2013; Hikuroa, 2017; Lambert
et al., 2018). M
atauranga M
aori thus encompasses a
broad systems perspective to forest health and has potential to identify critical factors that could reduce the
impacts of kauri dieback and increase health and resilience of forest ecosystems.

Phytophthora agathidicida
Taxonomy and classification
Phytophthora species are Oomycota (Cavalier-Smith,
2018), with many renowned for their impact as primary

Figure 1 Distribution of Phytophthora
agathidicida across the natural range of
kauri. Red dots indicate where the presence
of the P. agathidicida pathogen has been
confirmed within the native range of kauri in
the northern part of New Zealand. The
distribution map (Crown copyright) was
created by Biosecurity New Zealand
(Ministry for Primary Industries; MPI) on 14
August 2019 based on data obtained from
various sources available at that time. While
all reasonable measures have been taken to
ensure accuracy, MPI gives no warranty in
relation to the accuracy, completeness,
reliability or fitness for purpose of the map
and accepts no liability whatsoever in
relation to any loss, damage or other costs
relating to any person’s use of the map. The
small New Zealand map is from Wikimedia
(Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public
Domain).
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(a)

Figure 2 Kauri and kauri dieback disease.
Two kauri trees standing side-by-side (a).
The tree on the left has succumbed to kauri
dieback disease, while the tree on the right
is healthy or symptomless. The symptoms of
kauri dieback disease, which are only
observed during the chronic phase of
disease, are crown decline (a, left), as well
as resin production (‘gummosis’) at the collar
and lower trunk region (b). Symptoms are
caused by the dysfunction of the outer
vascular tissue, where a lens of discoloration
can often be observed (c; white arrow). A
diverse epiphyte community growing in the
 ne Mahuta (d). Typical active
crown of Ta
trunk lesion in an untreated tree (e); typical
trunk lesion following phosphite treatment,
with lesion drying and bark peeling (f).
Image credits: (a, b, d, e, f) Dr I. J. Horner
(NZ Institute for Plant and Food Research);
(c) Dr R. E. Beever (Manaaki Whenua –
Landcare Research).

(b)

(c)

plant pathogens (Erwin & Ribeiro, 1996). Perhaps the
most notable is Phytophthora infestans, the causal agent
of potato blight disease, which was responsible for the
1845 Irish potato famine.
The causal agent of kauri dieback disease was first identified as Phytophthora heveae (Gadgil, 1974). However,
when the pathogen was isolated again in 2006, the advent
of a DNA-based phylogeny for the genus (Cooke et al.,
2000) enabled identification of a mismatch between DNA
sequences that led to a reassessment of the pathogen’s
morphology, identifying it as a new species temporarily
designated as Phytophthora ‘taxon Agathis’ (PTA) (Beever
et al., 2009). PTA was formally described as a new species,
P. agathidicida, in 2015 based on multigene phylogenies
and morphological characters, with its species name meaning ‘Agathis killer’ (Weir et al., 2015).
Phytophthora agathidicida belongs to clade 5, a subgroup of Phytophthora. Clade 5 has only four described
species, fewer than most other clades, although this
probably represents a lack of sampling rather than a true
paucity of species richness. Most other clade 5
Plant Pathology (2019)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Phytophthora species have been isolated from Asia so far
(e.g. Japan, Taiwan, China, Malaysia; Weir et al., 2015)
but more extensive global surveys of Phytophthora species will undoubtedly add to knowledge of clade 5 species and their distributions. Phytophthora agathidicida is
probably exotic to NZ, but its origins, and how long it
has been co-evolving with kauri forest, are unknown
(Weir et al., 2015).

Phytophthora agathidicida life cycle
The life cycle of P. agathidicida involves the sexual production of oospores, asexual production of motile zoospores produced within sporangia, and vegetative hyphal
growth in roots (Fig. 3; Weir et al., 2015; Bellgard et al.,
2016).
Phytophthora agathidicida oospores are readily produced within artificially and naturally infected kauri
roots (Bellgard et al., 2016) and play an important role
in the long-term survival and spread of P. agathidicida
(Fig. 4a,b). The oospore wall index, which relates
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Figure 3 Phytophthora agathidicida life
cycle. Zoospores are unicellular, short-lived
and motile, and move through wet soil along
chemotactic gradients towards kauri roots,
where they encyst and form a penetration
structure, allowing infection of the fine root
epidermis and colonization of the cortex.
Lignituber formation, as a result of hyphae
attempting to enter plant cells, and stromatalike structures, are often observed. Thickwalled and durable oospores are produced
via sexual reproduction and germinate to
produce sporangia. Sporangia can also be
produced directly on colonized roots.
Sporangia then release zoospores to
complete the life cycle. 1, cyst; 2, hypha; 3,
oospore; 4, lignituber; 5, stromata-like
structures. Figure not drawn to scale.

oospore wall volume to total oospore volume (Dick,
1990), has been associated with environmental tolerance
in some Phytophthora species (Scott et al., 2009). Phytophthora agathidicida has an above-average oospore
wall index of 0.64, compared to an average of 0.41
across the genus (P. Scott, Plant and Food Research NZ,
personal communication), suggesting that the oospores
may persist within infected root material, like those of
other Phytophthora species (Fichtner et al., 2011). While
not reflective of natural survival, independent analysis of
soils stored at 10 °C for 10 years (S. Bellgard, Manaaki
Whenua-Landcare Research NZ, personal communication), and 4–6 years (Horner & Hough, 2015), indicate
that the pathogen has the potential to survive for
extended periods. Kauri roots containing oospores of
P. agathidicida have been shown to transfer the infection
to adjacent clean kauri roots, contributing to both spread
and long-term survival of the pathogen (Bellgard et al.,
2013). How long P. agathidicida can exist in the environment independent of host root material, however, is
unknown.
Oospores of P. agathidicida germinate to produce
modified mycelial stalks bearing sporangia (Fig. 4c,d)
that typically contain around 20–30 zoospores (P. Scott,
Plant and Food Research NZ, personal communication).
Sporangia and zoospores form under ideal conditions
within free-standing water (Video S1), then the motile
zoospores need to encounter susceptible host material to
complete the life cycle. Although the duration of
P. agathidicida zoospore survival within forest soil is
untested, zoospores remained motile for up to 17 h
under laboratory conditions (Lawrence et al., 2017).

Initial contact with the host plant is made by the
motile zoospores, which actively swim in water and
waterlogged soil. They sense chemical signals in the environment (chemotaxis; Tyler, 2002) and move towards
favourable conditions. Zoospores of many Phytophthora
species studied to date are nonspecifically attracted to
commonly occurring compounds such as amino acids
and sugars (Judelson & Blanco, 2005). However, some
species of Phytophthora, and especially those with
restricted host ranges, exhibit high specificity in their
attraction towards host plants. For example, zoospores
from P. sojae are chemotactically attracted to specific
isoflavones exuded by the roots of its host plant (soybean), even at nanomolar concentrations (Tyler, 2007).
Unpublished data (M. Gerth, Victoria University of
Wellington NZ, personal communication) suggest that
kauri root exudates released from the tips of fine roots
specifically attract P. agathidicida zoospores, but the signals mediating this attraction are currently unknown.
At the root surface, zoospores encyst and produce
hyphae that penetrate and colonize the root (Bellgard
et al., 2016). Phytophthora agathidicida hyphae colonize
host vascular tissue with a delay between infection and
visible lesion development (Horner & Hough, 2014;
Herewini et al., 2018). An early symptomless stage of
infection has similarly been identified across a range of
Phytophthora species and host plants and may be associated with the pathogen suppressing the host defence
response (Denman et al., 2009).
Phytophthora agathidicida stromata-like hyphal aggregations, and intracellular hyphae encased by lignin (lignitubers), have been observed in kauri roots (Fig. 3;
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Figure 4 Phytophthora agathidicida
oospores and sporangia. Oogonia with
amphigynous, globose antheridia formed in
culture (a), and in the cortical cells of kauri
seedlings deliberately inoculated with
P. agathidicida in a glasshouse experiment
(b). Globose and papillate sporangia formed
in culture (c), and on the surface of kauri
seedlings deliberately inoculated with
P. agathidicida in a glasshouse experiment
(d). In (c), sporangia are shown both prior to,
and after, zoospore release. Scale
bars = 10 µm. Image credits: (a) Dr I. J.
Horner (NZ Institute for Plant and Food
Research); (b, d), Dr C. M. Probst (Manaaki
Whenua – Landcare Research); (c) Dr R.
Lacey (Victoria University of Wellington).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Bellgard et al., 2016). Such structures are important for
persistence and survival of other Phytophthora species
such as P. cinnamomi (Crone et al., 2013; Jung et al.,
2013). Roots and vascular tissue that are colonized with
P. agathidicida hyphae and oospores are important
propagules that readily dislodge from the hosts and disperse through natural movement in free-flowing water
and soil, and can be vectored by humans, animals and
vehicles. Phytophthora agathidicida can survive passage
through feral pig stomachs, although the specific survival
propagules have not been identified (Bassett et al., 2017).
Hyphal growth of P. agathidicida outside the living host
is likely to be limited as most Phytophthora species are
poor saprophytes (Savita & Nagpal, 2012).

Host range of P. agathidicida and the potential roles
of other Phytophthora species
An important knowledge gap for understanding the basic
biology of P. agathidicida and the ecology of kauri dieback is the extent to which P. agathidicida can infect
and colonize different plant species in kauri forest, either
symptomlessly or as an aggressive primary pathogen. In
other forest systems, alternate hosts have been shown to
have key ecological roles in the epidemiology of Phytophthora pathogens by acting as sporulating hosts,
pathogen refugia, terminal hosts or inoculum bridges
(Crone et al., 2013).
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Mycelial colonization has been demonstrated under
both forest and laboratory conditions for kauri, and under
laboratory conditions for other indigenous native hosts
Knightia excelsa (rewarewa) and Leucopogon fasciculatus
(mingimingi) (Ryder, 2016). The exotic species Trifolium
repens, T. ambiguum, Lolium perenne, L. multiflorum,
Pinus radiata and Lupinus angustifolius have also been
infected in the laboratory (Lewis, 2018). Studies on the
susceptibility to infection (both with and without symptoms) of other species in forest conditions are in progress,
but early indications suggest that P. agathidicida may be a
threat to other forest plants, including Phyllocladus trichomanoides (tanekaha) (Ryder, 2016). These studies, and
the results of glasshouse inoculation trials (Table 1), indicate that P. agathidicida is likely to be able to infect and
colonize other native NZ plants associated with kauri, and
this should be taken into account in future surveillance
programmes. The same glasshouse trials (Table 1) suggested that Agathis robusta (Queensland kauri) is not susceptible to P. agathidicida, but whether other species of
Agathis are susceptible is not known.
Many other Phytophthora species are known to infect
multiple host species across a range of forest, agronomic
and natural ecosystems, either with or without significant
disease expression. Key examples with broad host ranges
are P. cinnamomi (Shearer et al., 2007) and P. multivora
(Scott et al., 2009), both of which caused disease lesions
on kauri in glasshouse trials (Horner & Hough, 2014) and
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Table 1 Glasshouse plant responses to inoculation with Phytophthora agathidicida.

Plant speciesa

Family

Root health status after
inoculation

DW root control
(g)

DW root PA inoculated
(g)b

PA recovered (plant
location)c

Agathis australis
Agathis robusta
Dacrydium
cupressinum
Phyllocladus
trichomanoides
Dacrycarpus
dacrydioides
Podocarpus totara
Coprosma arborea
Coprosma robusta
Coprosma grandifolia
Metrosideros excelsa
Knightia excelsa
Leptospermum
scoparium
Kunzea robusta
Myrsine australis
Hedycarya arborea
Corynocarpus
laevigatus
Beilschmiedia tawa
Beilschmiedia tarairi
Corokia buddleoides
Olearia albida
Nestegis lanceolata

Araucariaceae
Araucariaceae
Podocarpaceae

Dead
Growth promotion
Dessicated

86.9
40.3
899.0

69.5*
46.6*
505.0*

Yes (1°, 2°, F, C), oo
No
Yes (1°, 2°, F)

Podocarpaceae

Healthy

77.3

118.0*

No

Podocarpaceae

Healthy

23.8

42.6*

No

Podocarpaceae
Rubiaceae
Rubiaceae
Rubiaceae
Myrtaceae
Proteaceae
Myrtaceae

Growth promotion
Unhealthy
Growth promotion
Healthy
Unhealthy
Unhealthy
Dead

89.5
5.2
103.5
53.9
187.4
67.9
21.2

117.1*
4.6
134.4*
49.9
157.7*
52.2*
11.9*

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Myrtaceae
Primulaceae
Monimiaceae
Corynocarpaceae

Dead
Healthy
Unhealthy
Healthy

45.3
21.1
68.7
13.1

18.1*
24.2
52.7*
12.4

Yes (1°, 2°, F, C)
No
Yes (1°, 2°, F)
No

Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Argophyllaceae
Asteraceae
Oleaceae

Healthy
Healthy
Root decline
Unhealthy
Health

69.2
75.9
25.3
273.5
128.5

72.5
80.9
18.4*
228.4*
144.0

Yes (1°, 2°, F, C)
Yes (1°, 2°, F, C)
Yes (1°, 2°, F), oo
No
No

(1°, 2°, F)

(1°, 2°, F)
(1°, 2°, F)
(1°, 2°, F, C)

a

Nineteen native plant species of New Zealand, and Queensland kauri (Agathis robusta) were screened for the ability to host P. agathidicida (PA).
Fifteen plant replicates were inoculated with millet colonized by P. agathidicida by incorporation into sterile potting medium at a rate of 20%. The
plants were grown in a glasshouse at 18 °C for 3 months, then post hoc recoveries were made from all regions of the root system up to the stem
collar onto Phytophthora-selective media. In this study, a host was defined as a plant on or in which P. agathidicida can colonize, not necessarily
complete its hemibiotrophic life cycle and produce oospores. These results need field-validation as they represent a ‘no choice’ test that does not
reflect the usual disease pressure experienced in natural settings (Bellgard et al., 2013).
b
Mean root mass values (DW, dry weight) with an asterisk (*) were significantly different to the uninoculated control (P < 0.05).
c
1°, primary roots; 2°, secondary roots; F, fine roots; C, collar/root crown; oo, oospores.

have been noted to infect other species of Araucariaceae
(Bullock et al., 2000; Dos Santos et al., 2011; Puno et al.,
2015). Additional Phytophthora species that have been
recovered from kauri dieback forest sites include P. cryptogea, P. kernoviae, P. chlamydospora and P. nicotianae
(Randall, 2011; Waipara et al., 2013). Although little
information is available on the wider host range of these
additional Phytophthora species within NZ, they may
contribute to biotic stress within kauri forest systems and
potentially affect other indigenous plant species.

Societal Impacts of Kauri Dieback
The importance of kauri to indigenous Maori
Kauri is an iconic species for all New Zealanders. However, for indigenous Maori communities in kauri forest
regions, kauri are also the centrepiece of cultural and spiritual beliefs. A key kauri forest region is Waipoua within
the Te Roroa tribal area. Waipoua is home to the famous
Tane Mahuta (‘God of The Forest’), NZ’s largest kauri
tree with a height of >50 m and girth of just over 14 m as

of April 2019 (I. Horner, Plant and Food Research NZ,
personal communication; Lambert et al., 2018).
To M
aori, kauri trees are a treasure of immeasurable
and irreplaceable value and are often referred to in
speech, dance, song and proverbs (Lambert et al., 2018).
Under customary lore, kauri trees have chiefly status and
are considered as ancestors. Many M
aori feel ancestral
obligations to be active guardians of these trees: Ko te
Kauri Ko Au, Ko te Au ko Kauri (‘I am the kauri, the
kauri is me’), meaning the health of kauri forests and the
health of the tribe are inextricably linked (Nuttall et al.,
2010; Lambert et al., 2018). For M
aori, death of the forest is an existential threat. The health of kauri is linked
to the health of numerous other plants and animals
within the ecosystem and the health of the local indigenous people. A failure to protect kauri reflects on the
mana of the tribe and generations to come.

Economic impacts of kauri
Kauri have significant economic value due to their timber, copal/resin, overall biomass and iconic status. Kauri
Plant Pathology (2019)
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timber is amongst those of the highest quality and versatility in the world (Hinds & Reid, 1957). Accordingly, an
extensive kauri timber industry exploited this resource
from the mid-19th to mid-20th century, leaving a history
of impressive engineering feats, bush lore and industry, yet
severely depleted natural forests (Orwin, 2004). Given the
current protected status of the species, the supply of kauri
timber is now scant, although the species has shown high
silvicultural potential, suggesting future new plantations
of this species warrant investment (Bergin & Steward,
2004). Recognition of the value of kauri forest for carbon
markets is now also emerging. Kauri has the fastest carbon
sequestration rates to wood of any native conifer in NZ
(Kimberley et al., 2014), and kauri ecosystems have the
capacity to accumulate extremely large carbon pools over
time (Silvester & Orchard, 1999).
Iconic tree species such as kauri evoke strong feelings
among the public. In NZ, the decline of kauri trees has
received significant and ongoing public attention and
media coverage. The social and aesthetic benefits of having
large mature trees such as kauri present in urban as well as
rural settings are significant and wide ranging, from educational purposes to increased property values (Roy et al.,
2012). Kauri are a key tourism-marketing icon for the
economy of northern NZ (New Zealand Herald, 2005).
Thus, any large-scale disease or dieback of kauri has negative impacts upon these associated benefits.

Ecological Impacts of Kauri Dieback
A specialist forest community is associated with kauri
Kauri is a foundation species of NZ forests (Ellison
et al., 2005), and the premature loss of this species may
exert broad effects by radically changing the composition
of forests in which it dominates (Beever et al., 2009).
Kauri-dominated forests are floristically distinct and form
the most species-rich forest type in NZ (Wardle, 1991;
Ogden, 1995). Established forests are dominated by large
kauri, many growing 1–2 m in diameter and 30–50 m in
height or larger (Steward & Beveridge, 2010). These forests also commonly contain subdominant canopy associates, including conifer and angiosperm trees, such as
those listed in Table S1 (Ahmed & Ogden, 1991), and a
sparse but tall (approximately 1–2 m) shrub layer sometimes dominated by large, tussock-forming plants such
as Astelia trinervia (Table S1; Wardle, 1991). Kauri trees
also support abundant and diverse epiphyte communities
(Fig. 2d), with those growing on their unusual flaking
bark being distinctive from those on other co-occurring
tree species (Wyse & Burns, 2011).
Although many plant species are considered to be
‘kauri associates’ (Table S1), different species exhibit various levels of association with kauri forest (Wyse et al.,
2014). Some are found only with kauri, such as the
greenhood orchid Pterostylis agathicola (Jones et al.,
1997), whilst others common in kauri forest also occur
abundantly in other forest types, including Alseuosmia
macrophylla and Leucopogon fasciculatus.
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In addition to plants, other taxonomic groups contain
species associated solely with kauri forest or show high
levels of diversity in kauri forest. For example, 264 species of fungi have been identified in kauri forest, with 12
species known to exist only in this ecosystem (McKenzie
et al., 2002). Similarly, many species of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are present within kauri roots, including
some uniquely associated with kauri (Padamsee et al.,
2016), and a rich lichen flora has been described growing
on the lower 2–3 m of kauri trunks (Hayward & Hayward, 1974). For invertebrates, a distinctive parasitoid
wasp community (Kendall & Ward, 2016) and high
diversity of beetles (Ward et al., 2014) are found within
kauri forests.
The distinctive and diverse character of kauri ecosystems results from how kauri modify their environment
(Wyse et al., 2014). Kauri have significant effects on soil
processes, creating an acidic, infertile and drought-prone
soil through the actions of its slowly decomposing litter
layer (Verkaik & Braakhekke, 2007). This layer can
accumulate to average depths of 30–40 cm beneath kauri
canopies and even up to 2 m immediately around the
trunks (Silvester & Orchard, 1999). Kauri forests are
thus characterized by deep organic soils dominating the
root zone in which tannins immobilize nitrogen (Silvester, 2000) and the low pH affects nitrogenase activity
and limits the availability of other nutrients (Wyse,
2012). The organic soil also dries out more quickly than
adjacent mineral soil (Verkaik & Braakhekke, 2007).
Kauri soils are therefore a powerful ecological filter,
allowing the persistence of only species that can tolerate
these conditions (Wyse & Burns, 2013). An inevitable
conclusion from the importance of kauri to these ecosystems is that if kauri were to be removed from them, the
species dependent on that environment could also be
lost.
Conversely, species that are naturally associated with
kauri may be important for the long-term health of kauri
trees themselves. The microbiomes (associated microorganisms) of forest trees can help them adapt to rapidly
evolving pathogens, despite the trees’ relatively slow
rates of reproduction and long lives (Desprez-Loustau
et al., 2016). Therefore, in a complex forest environment, restoration of a healthy natural ecosystem is of
paramount importance for tree and forest health.

Effects of forest fragmentation and land use changes on
P. agathidicida
Changes in land use have occurred in and around kauri
forest remnants in NZ. A recent study examined the
effects of land use change on P. agathidicida growth and
survival using soils from kauri, pastoral agriculture and
planted pine forests immediately south of Waipoua Forest (Lewis et al., 2019). Waipoua Forest, located on the
west coast of the Northland region, is one of the three
most heavily infested sites in NZ and one of the largest
remaining kauri forests (Beever et al., 2009; Waipara
et al., 2013).
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In laboratory tests, oospore production by P. agathidicida grown in pine forest soil was significantly higher
than in pasture or kauri forest soils, indicating a potential for pine forest soils to act as pathogen reservoirs
(Lewis et al., 2019). These observations warrant further
investigation and field confirmation, along with exploration of the potential for a broader range of host species
for P. agathidicida, including those commonly found in
pasture, horticulture and plantation forests, to identify
potential risks of pathogen transmission across land-uses.

Currently, soil samples are collected from the top 100–
150 mm of the soil layer, ideally including feeder roots, and
generally comprising a composite of multiple subsamples
collected within the root zone of targeted trees. In addition
to sampling of soils and roots for routine surveillance, samples can also be taken from the inner bark and primary cambium of infected trees, to confirm diagnosis and to study
progression of the disease. However, tree sampling requires
special permissions and use of specific protocols that involve
excavation of tissue samples using good sanitation practices
(Beever et al., 2010).

Disease Surveillance and Diagnostics
Soil baiting bioassay for P. agathidicida
The kauri dieback management programme
In 2009, a national Kauri Dieback Programme (KDP)
was initiated (www.kauridieback.co.nz) and standardized
survey methods were developed to determine the distribution of P. agathidicida in NZ forests. Survey sites were
prioritized to areas with high conservation value that
either contain culturally significant or iconic trees or
ensured coverage of the natural geographic range of
kauri. A risk assessment to determine current vectors and
potential historic pathways of disease spread also led to
surveys and sampling in fragmented remnant forest areas
containing kauri, historic kauri plantations and nurseries,
and at sites of high soil disturbance. Baiting and isolation
methods were used to detect P. agathidicida in soil and
plant tissues (Beever et al., 2010). Both aerial and
ground-based surveys were used to locate trees with
symptoms, along with a passive surveillance programme
whereby the public reported trees with symptoms for
inspection and diagnosis. During this time, M
aori guardians or kaitiaki actively undertook forest health monitoring and surveillance across their regions, which led to
a range of Maori-led approaches to manage kauri dieback, such as restricting human access to forests (r
ahui).

Forest sampling strategies for P. agathidicida
Trees infected with P. agathidicida have a symptomless period before canopy decline or lesions are evident. Therefore,
surveillance cannot rely solely on symptom expression, but
requires diagnosis of the presence of the pathogen. Because
P. agathidicida is a soilborne root pathogen, most current
sampling procedures involve taking soil samples and identifying the pathogen using either a soil baiting assay or direct
DNA detection methods. Phytophthora agathidicida can be
recovered year-round, although systematic temporal studies
of pathogen inoculum levels have yet to be carried out. Due
to the risks of transmitting P. agathidicida inoculum while
working in the forest, and the shallow nature of the fine
roots of kauri, strict operational and hygiene prescriptions
must be followed to prevent damage to the roots and transmission of the pathogen among sites (Beever et al., 2010).
At the landscape level, sampling work needs to be carried
out within a risk management plan that considers the surrounding vegetation, hydrology of the site and proximity to
known infestations.

Soil baiting is a routine method for determining the presence
of Phytophthora within soil samples and has been used
extensively across a range of Phytophthora species and soil
systems for decades (Erwin & Ribeiro, 1996). Baiting
exploits the natural dispersal biology of the pathogen in
order to extract and isolate it from bulk quantities of soil.
Because it relies on zoospore infection of plant tissue, baiting
also confirms that the pathogen is viable and has the potential to initiate infections if conditions are conducive to
sporulation. A soil baiting bioassay has been optimized for
recovery of P. agathidicida (Beever et al., 2010) based on a
general Phytophthora baiting method (Dance et al., 1975).
The method involves drying soil samples then remoistening
and incubating them for 4 days. The samples are then
flooded with water to induce zoospore formation by any
P. agathidicida or other Phytophthora spp. in the soil samples. Baits, such as Cedrus deodara (Himalayan cedar) needles or germinating Lupinus angustifolius (blue lupin) seeds,
are placed on the water surface to provide a target for the
zoospores (Beever et al., 2010). After 2 days of incubation,
the bait tissues are placed onto a Phytophthora-selective
medium (P5ARPH enriched with V8 juice; Jeffers, 2006).
Diseased tissues of forest kauri samples, such as roots and
cambium, can also be surface-sterilized and directly plated
onto the same medium. Phytophthora agathidicida isolates
emerging from baits or kauri tissue samples can be identified
morphologically (Weir et al., 2015) or with molecular tools
as described below. Independent testing across laboratories
has shown 96% concurrence between paired analysis of the
same soils using the current baiting protocol (I. Horner and
P. Scott, Plant and Food Research, NZ, personal communication).

Molecular diagnostics
To complement the baiting bioassay, two PCR assays
have been developed to date. One is a hydrolysis probebased qPCR diagnostic that targets the nuclear ribosomal
ITS region (Than et al., 2013). The other is a PCR-based
high-resolution melting assay, targeting the b-tubulin
gene (R. McDougal, Scion NZ, personal communication). These two tests differ in their specificity. The
qPCR diagnostic is unable to differentiate P. agathidicida
from the closely related P. castaneae, although the latter
has not been reported in NZ (Weir et al., 2015), whereas
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the melting assay distinguishes between Phytophthora
species commonly reported from kauri forest soils. These
tests have been applied to several sample types. For
DNA extracts directly from soil, the qPCR assay showed
inconsistent results, probably due to differences in starting sample volume, pathogen dormancy, viability or
PCR inhibition (McDougal et al., 2014). However, the
tests have proved particularly useful for identifying cultures recovered from soil baiting and, more recently, for
detecting P. agathidicida on the baits themselves (Khaliq
et al., 2018). Automation of PCR-based assays (O’Neill
et al., 2018) could substantially speed up diagnostics
from soil baiting and this approach is now being used
for P. agathidicida (N. Williams, Scion NZ, personal
communication).
Use of portable DNA diagnostics could further decrease
analysis times. For example, a loop-mediated amplification
assay (Notomi et al., 2015) targeting a mitochondrial locus
can distinguish P. agathidicida from other clade 5 species
and other Phytophthora commonly reported from kauri forests. Detection from bait tissues is fast, robust and cost-effective, removing the need for laboratory conditions and
enabling community-led testing (R. Winkworth, Massey
University NZ, personal communication).

Lipid profiling as an alternative diagnostic approach
Because of wide variation in the structures of lipids,
specific fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) can serve as
biomarkers for specific organisms. Lipid profiling is
therefore a common and effective tool for analysing
microbial community structure in soils and could potentially serve to complement existing P. agathidicida diagnostics (Cavigelli et al., 1995). Lipid profiles have been
generated for several Phytophthora species including
P. cinnamomi (Duan et al., 2013). Additionally, P. sojae
can be identified in soil samples by lipid profiling (Yousef
et al., 2012). This method generally involves extraction
of lipids from a sample, release of fatty acids, and conversion of these fatty acids to FAMEs (Drenovsky et al.,
2004). FAMEs are then analysed via gas chromatography
coupled with further identification methods such as mass
spectrometry or flame ionization. Lipid profiling is
appealing as it is a relatively simple and rapid process
when compared with DNA-based techniques and baiting.
Lipid profiling is unlikely to replace existing diagnostic
tools, but could serve as a supplemental tool in establishing more rapid initial responses to the identification of
contaminated soils.

Confidence in P. agathidicida diagnostics
The consistency, reproducibility and sensitivity of pathogen detection are fundamental to modelling spatial and
temporal variation in pathogen risk, but these parameters
remain largely unquantified for P. agathidicida. Moreover, sampling scale is a critical consideration if there is
to be confidence in diagnostic testing. A study investigating pathogen distribution around a tree with symptoms
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using traditional baiting detected P. agathidicida in
32.5% of the soil samples (Bellgard et al., 2013).
Although this may suggest spatial heterogeneity, little
has been done to understand how this may vary across
trees of different ages and disease levels, and over time.
For P. agathidicida the ability to use diagnostics to
understand disease risk is further limited by the polycyclic nature of Phytophthora reproduction, as well as
by knowledge gaps around latency, saprotrophic capacity, host range and the effects of soil and seasonal factors
(O’Brien et al, 2009).

Current Disease Management Strategies
Many Phytophthora pathogens threaten the health of
forest ecosystems (Hansen, 2015). Efforts to manage
kauri dieback have benefited from prior research on
other forest pathosystems such as those associated with
Phytophthora ramorum in the western USA (Cunniffe
et al., 2016). This review outlines progress in efforts to
control kauri dieback and highlights practical challenges
associated with their implementation.

Containment
In 2008, P. agathidicida was declared an ‘unwanted
organism’ under the NZ Biosecurity Act (1993). It was
recommended that P. agathidicida be treated as an introduced pathogen for management purposes until further
research clarified its origin (Beever et al., 2009), and a
precautionary disease management programme was initiated in 2009. The primary aim of this programme was
to stop further spread of the pathogen by reducing soil
movement among kauri stands, based on the assumption
that any soil within the root zone of trees with symptoms may be infested with the pathogen. An adaptive
management programme has been implemented, which
includes hygiene measures such as footwear washing stations at track entrances to reduce spread of the pathogen, control of other vectors such as feral pigs (Sus
scrofa, an introduced and invasive mammal in NZ) and
livestock, upgrading visitor walking tracks and closing
public access to some high-value kauri areas. Landowners and community groups play an important role in
implementation of this programme and long-term monitoring is underway to assess efficacy of these management methods. A communications and awareness
strategy was also initiated to inform the general public
of reasons for these measures, but variable levels of
awareness and compliance with hygiene measures by the
public have probably contributed to the ongoing spread
of the pathogen.
In the Wait
akere Ranges kauri forest (Te Wao Nui a
Tiriwa) west of Auckland, the known area with kauri
displaying symptoms typical of dieback more than doubled between 2011 and 2016, with 19% of all kauri in
the forest showing signs of infection and c. 58% of kauri
forest patches >5 ha having trees with symptoms by
2016 (Hill et al., 2017). Disease impacts were associated
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with human movement and accessways traversing areas
of high pathogen risk (Hill et al., 2017). In response, the
Te Kawerau-a-Maki Iwi Tribal Authority placed a customary prohibition or rahui on kauri forest in the Waitakere Ranges in November 2017 (http://www.tekawerau.
iwi.nz/node/13). This involved closing forest tracks, with
support from the Auckland Council, to keep the public
out of the area in order to protect the kauri.

Chemical control
Globally, there are limited chemicals available for control of Phytophthora. Phosphite (phosphorous acid) has
been used widely for Phytophthora control in many horticultural systems (e.g. avocado, citrus, apple and strawberry) and some native ecosystems (e.g. Western
Australian forests and scrubland). It works both by
direct biocidal activity and by stimulating host defences
(Smillie et al., 1989). Phosphite can be applied as a foliar
spray, trunk injection or soil drench, and it can move
systemically once inside the plant.
Trials on diseased kauri trees showed dramatic healing
of P. agathidicida -induced lesions following trunk injection with 7.5–20% phosphite (Horner & Hough, 2013;
Horner et al., 2015), whereas lesions on untreated trees
continued growing (Fig. 2e,f). Phytotoxicity of phosphite
was noted in some trees, especially when high doses were
used, but factors contributing to phytotoxicity are yet to
be determined. Trials with lower phosphite concentrations (4–6%) are in progress, and early results with these
suggest minimal phytotoxicity (I. Horner, Plant and Food
Research NZ, personal communication). A citizen
science project (Kauri Rescue; http://www.kaurirescue.
org.nz), in which landowners with kauri dieback problems can treat their trees with various doses of phosphite
and collect efficacy data, is also contributing to the
knowledge around kauri treatment. This, combined with
formal trials looking at lower doses, large trees and alternative application methods, will help clarify some of the
unknowns around phosphite treatment, including appropriate concentrations and doses, timing, longevity of
treatment effect, factors contributing to phytotoxicity,
and the influence of site factors (I. Horner, Plant and
Food Research NZ, personal communication).
Phosphite will not eradicate P. agathidicida from the
soil, and trees could be reinfected once effects wear off.
Therefore, long-term control using phosphite will require
periodic retreatment. Although treatment is quick, easy
and relatively cheap (a few minutes and less than a dollar for most trees, depending on size), repeated treatments over large areas may not be sustainable. In the
long-term, there is potential to develop resistance to
phosphite, such as that observed in other Phytophthora
pathosystems with intensive phosphite application
(Dobrowolski et al., 2008; Hunter et al., 2018).
Although to date there is no evidence for this with
P. agathidicida, phosphite has not yet been used intensively at regular intervals over a long period of time.
However, alternative methods for chemical control are

currently being explored (Pasteris et al., 2016; Lawrence
et al., 2017, 2019).

Screening for resistance
A key principle of forest disease control involves selection
and planting of resistant or tolerant tree genotypes. Kauri
naturally regenerate through the establishment of seedlings
and saplings on the forest floor, although seed viability is
typically short. Kauri regeneration in natural forest occurs
irregularly in space and time but highest regeneration densities are noted in large forest gaps caused by fallen trees or
other disturbance events such as fire (Ahmed & Ogden,
1987; Ogden & Stewart, 1995). Population demographics
are yet to be performed to identify the potential selection of
disease resistance within infested stands.
At the time of writing, screening studies to identify resistance had commenced across families of kauri with initial
indications of a broad range of responses to infection among
families. This screening programme commenced by developing close partnerships with local M
aori custodians (mana
whenua) who authorized and helped collect seed from their
kauri trees to be grown for screening (N. Williams, Scion
NZ, personal communication). So far, all seedlings have
become infected with P. agathidicida, as revealed by culturing from surface-sterilized root and collar tissue on selective
media. Variation in tolerance was measured by time to
death following repeated exposure to the pathogen and
reflooding of the plants to encourage infection. Preliminary
results showed from 5% to 80% of individuals from each
family remaining alive after 106 days exposure to the pathogen in glasshouse trials. This broad range of phenotypes is
being compared with genetic data in efforts to identify
markers for breeding and selection (N. Williams, Scion NZ,
personal communication). If resistance can be bred into
kauri populations, long-term recovery of the species could
occur within pathogen-affected areas, by planting these
genotypes into suitable regeneration opportunities as they
arise, or by including resistant genotypes into new kauri
plantations.
Although kauri trees with resistance to P. agathidicida
have not yet been identified, the finding that trees vary in
their relative tolerance to the pathogen suggests that tolerant individuals may be present in populations. These
early screening results provide hope for the future of
kauri, but are by no means a silver bullet for disease
management. Given the immense age, morphological and
physiological differences between young and mature trees
(Steward & Beveridge, 2010), it is not possible to assess
whether tolerance would be durably expressed over decades or even centuries. As the life cycle of P. agathidicida
is comparatively short, increased virulence may be
selected within the pathogen population that could overcome disease tolerance in the host. A deeper understanding of the mechanisms involved in disease expression and
control, and how P. agathidicida interacts with kauri,
will help to determine how durable such tolerance could
be in the face of future climate change and pathogenpressure scenarios.
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Genome resources for P. agathidicida
Whole genome sequencing of Phytophthora species can
enable rapid pathogen identification and genotyping, as
well as providing insights into lifestyle, host preferences
and molecular virulence mechanisms that have the potential to lead to new methods of disease control. This genome information can be complemented with gene
expression data (i.e. transcriptomes) to identify genes
that are differentially expressed during different life
stages of a pathogen (oospores, sporangia, zoospores and
mycelium) or throughout the host infection process. At
the time of writing, draft genome sequences, generated
using Illumina technology, are available for two isolates
of P. agathidicida (Studholme et al., 2016). A further 12
Illumina genome sequences representing P. agathidicida
isolates from different locations in NZ are also available
(NCBI BioProject accession PRJNA486676). So far, these
genomes have revealed a low level of genetic diversity
among the isolates, with an average of only 0.1% DNA
sequence differences compared to the NZFS3770 genome
(Studholme et al., 2016; R. Bradshaw, Massey University
NZ, personal communication). Based on these genomes,
studies are in progress with P. agathidicida effector genes
that have the potential to activate the plant immune system or to modulate host immune responses (R. Bradshaw
and C. Mesarich, Massey University NZ, personal communication), as shown in other Phytophthora species
(Fawke et al., 2015).

Knowledge Gaps and Future Outlook
Many aspects of kauri dieback require further research
(Black & Dickie, 2016). However, research and management of Phytophthora pathogens in natural ecosystems
elsewhere can help model the response to kauri dieback
(Jung et al., 2013; Hansen, 2015; Cunniffe et al., 2016).
A high priority is improved surveillance, ideally by following the fates of individual trees over time and integrating pathogen diagnostics with indices of tree decline
and landscape factors. Mapping pathogen distribution
and landscape-scale modelling of pathogen movement
would allow management in relation to disease expression and latency on a regional scale. Critically a centralized, coordinated system is needed for monitoring and
surveillance data to enable both local operational
responses and regional-level strategic decision-making.
Many of these gaps are in the process of being filled,
with the implementation of remote sensing technologies
showing great promise for further improvements in
surveillance (Froud et al., 2019).
Improved surveillance and diagnostics will also
improve understanding of kauri dieback dynamics. For
example, whether latency periods vary or whether kauri
and P. agathidicida can co-exist without disease onset.
Other critical knowledge gaps include whether P. agathidicida has alternative hosts and to what extent co-occurring pathogens such as P. cinnamomi and P. multivora
impact kauri in forests (Waipara et al., 2013; Horner &
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Hough, 2014). A deeper understanding of pathogen
spread within sites and at the landscape level is also critical for understanding both disease progression and population- and stand-scale impacts of the disease on kauri
forests. There is little understanding of the rate and
direction of spread within a kauri stand, whether all
individuals will be affected, and how the disease influences forest composition and structure. Long-term studies of kauri forest demography in the presence and
absence of P. agathidicida are required.
Better control and management solutions are required
for kauri dieback. In the short term a sanitizer that kills
oospores effectively is needed to limit human-mediated
spread, as well as further research into phosphite and
other potential treatments. In the long term, there is an
urgent need to understand the biology of P. agathidicida
and the extent of natural resistance to P. agathidicida in
kauri. Environmental factors are also important for
determining kauri dieback dynamics, hence the effects of
plant and microbial community composition, overall soil
health and abiotic factors on kauri dieback all require
further investigation. Such studies may reveal possibilities
for natural disease management, such as biocontrol or
companion planting that will be able to provide kauri
with enduring protection from P. agathidicida, as long as
those methods do not compromise ecosystem integrity.
M
atauranga M
aori solutions are critical to all aspects of
kauri dieback research. Complementary scientific and
m
atauranga M
aori solutions based on plant associations
and medicinal uses demonstrate practical integration of
cross-cultural research streams and this approach provides
great promise for managing kauri dieback (Lawrence
et al., 2019). Mahi ng
atahi, ‘resilience through collaboration’, engenders collaboration with collective responsibility and embraces the diversity of values, knowledge and
research priorities necessary to protect kauri forests.
Together, it is hoped that the iconic and majestic kauri can
be preserved for future generations.
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INTERIM DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT CONCERNING DISTRICT
PLAN REGULATION OF ACTIVITIES ON ACCOUNT OF KAURI DIE -BACK
DISEASE

A:

Regulation of activities in vicinity of trees held to be within jurisdiction under
RMA.

Director-General of Conservation v Thames-Coromandel District Council

2
being addressed by the Cou rt with the parties. This approach tentatively
deemed appropriate in meeting the requirements of s32 RMA. Notes in the
plan about voluntary measures, seem in contrast inadequate for such
purposes.

C:

Steps directed pursuant to s 293(3) RMA to introduce similar rules to
remaining zones in the district not covered in the appellant's submission or
appeal.

D:

Costs reserved.

REASONS
Introduction
[1] The Council's proposed district plan (PDP) was publicly notified for submissions on
13 December 2013.
[2] This appeal is about whether there should be PDP provisions for the control of
earthworks where there is a risk of the pathogen Phytophthora agathidicida ("Pa") being
transferred from infected kauri trees and ground to uninfected specimens. The appeal
raises questions about the relationship between the Resource Management and
Biosecurity Acts and whether, in the absence of effective action under the latter, the risk
and potential consequences of kauri die back on the Coromandel Peninsula requires plan
provisions of the type sought by DOC. It has also been necessary to consider the likely
efficacy of voluntary measures earlier supported by the respondent council and on a
continuing basis by Federated Farmers NZ and the Sielings, versus regulation in the
plan.
[3] The proceedings were initiated by a DOC submission that sought for each of the
Rural, Conservation and Rural Lifestyle Zones the inclusion of:1
(a) an

additional

earthworks

permitted

activity

standard

"where

earthmoving plant and machinery does not contain soil and plant
material from other locations"; and

Refer Submission 827 summary table handed up by Ms Riley.

3
(b) an additional earthworks restricted discretionary activity assessment
criterion "whether measures have been taken to prevent the

introduction or spread of Kauri dieback disease arising from the
introduction of plant and soil material from offsite via earthmoving plant
and machinery".
[4] In its first instance decision, the Council disallowed DOC's submission and added an
Advisory Note to the PDP under all earthworks rules, as follows: 2

Note

1. Kauri dieback disease is a significant threat to the kauri trees in the
district.

Refer to www.kauridieback.co.nz for information.

To protect

against this disease, the Department of Conservation recommends
using the following procedures for earthworks within three times the
radius of the canopy dripline of a kauri tree (the potential contamination
area):

(a) Define the potential contamination areas for individual trees or a
stand of trees.
(b) Establish an entry/exit point by each potential contamination area
where vehicles and equipment are cleaned of all soil and organic
material when moving into, out of, and between contamination
areas.
(c) Do not transport soil or organic material from within a potential
contamination area to outside a potential contamination area or vice
versa, unless disposing to landfill.
(d) Earthworks in potential contamination areas should be done during
dry soil conditions.

This reduces equipment contamination and

makes cleaning easier.
[5] DOC appealed the Council's decision seeking (summarised by us) the following
relief: 3
(a) That the following permitted activity standard be inserted in the earthworks
rule in each of the zones noted at [3] above:

Common bundle Tab 1 Recommended Decision of Hearing Panel on Forestry and Earthworks, p. 12.
Common bundle Tab 1.

4

"To prevent the spread of contaminated soil and organic material with kauri
dieback disease:

(i)

Vehicle and equipment hygiene procedures are adopted when working
within 3 times the radius of the canopy drip line of a NZ kauri tree so
that soil or organic material is not transferred into or out of that area;
and

(ii)

Soil or organic material from land disturbance within 3 times the radius
of the canopy drip line of a kauri tree is not [to] be transported beyond
that area unless peing transported to landfill for disposal".

(b) Including the following assessment criterion as a matter of discretion for
activities that do not comply with permitted activity standards in [the three
relevant zones]:

"Whether hygiene procedures have been undertaken to prevent the
introduction or spread of kauri dieback disease arising from the introduction or
movement of soil or organic material to and from a kauri contamination zone".

(c) Insert a provided definition of "hygiene procedures".

Definitions of neither

"landfill" nor "kauri contamination zone" were provided in the relief.

(d) "Any other relief of equivalent effect, including consequential amendments that
the Court thinks fit".
[6] The relief sought would apply to all earthworks activities and not solely to any one
sector or sectors (such as farming). 4
[7] Waihi Gold Company (WGCL) joined the appeal under s 27 4 in conditional support
of the DOC appeal. As did the Waikato RC seeking plan amendments for the prevention
of die back spread. Federated Farmers of NZ and the Sielings joined supporting Council's
decision and a voluntary approach to the subject. Mr K Vernon withdrew his s 27 4 notice.
[8] Court-annexed mediation and subsequent negotiations between the parties resulted

4

Crossen, Opening submissions [12].

5
in a draft consent order being filed with the Court accompanied by the partial withdrawal
of the DOC appeal. 5 Most relevantly the proposed basis for settlement allowed for: 6
(a) Earthworks to be a permitted activity in each of the subject zones provided

that - for any earthworks not accessory to farming or mineral extraction - the
following standards applied:

(i)

Vehicle and equipment hygiene procedures are adopted when working
within 3 times the radius of the canopy drip line of a NZ kauri tree; and

(ii)

Soil and organic material from earthworks undertaken within 3 times
the radius of the canopy drip line are not transported beyond that area
unless being transported to landfill for disposal.

(b) The insertion of an amended Advice Note stating that to prevent the spread of
dieback disease described hygiene procedures "should be carried out" when
undertaking earthworks within 3 times the radius of the canopy drip line of a
NZ kauri tree ("the kauri contamination zone").

(c) All persons undertaking earthworks to which the Pa dieback performance
standard did not apply, ie farming and mineral extraction "[were] strongly
encouraged to carry out voluntary measures" to prevent spread of the disease.
NZFF would actively promote voluntary measures/guidelines to this end for
earthworks on farms in the T-C district.

(d) That a new earthworks-restricted discretionary assessment criterion be added
for each of the subject zones and mining activities:

Whether measures are necessary to prevent the introduction or
spread of kauri dieback disease, and the adequacy of measures
proposed to achieve this.

(e) It was further agreed in the amended Advice Note that "other earthworks" not
captured by the proposed rule should follow its intent as a voluntary guideline. 7

5

Common bundle Tab 3 Annexure A p 4ff.

6

Common bundle Tab 2 p5 at [16] ff.

7

Common bundle Tab 3 Annexure A, for example, p 5 at [8].
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The Court is not aware that the views of potentially affected sector
representatives or persons were sought or informed this agreement.
[9] The Joint Memorandum of the Parties in support of the proposed consent order
contained a s 32AA analysis of the proffered basis of settlement. 8 The relevant objectives
and policies which the provisions would implement were said to reside in the plan's
Biodiversity section and comprise:
(a) Objective 1: The full range of the District's indigenous ecosystems and
biodiversity is maintained in a healthy and functional state, and restored or
enhanced where appropriate" and

(b) Policy 1b: Subdivision, use and development of sites with areas on nonsignificant indigenous vegetation and non-significant habitats of indigenous
fauna should (most relevantly) :

[1 0]

(i)

Retain the viability, integrity and sustainability of the area; and

(ii)

Not

increase

the

threat

from

plant

and

animal

pests.

The case-managing Judge formed a tentative view that the settlement proposed

in the draft Consent Order would not adequately promote important aspects of the
purpose .of the RMA (section 5), and declined to sign it. Consequently, a hearing became
necessary.
[11]

To help set the scope for such, the Court in a Minute to the parties on 3 November

2017, provided tentative questions about and comments on the basis proposed by the
parties for settlement, topics to be addressed in submissions and evidence to be called .
The need for additional technical evidence on plant pathology was also identified. In this
respect, the Court records its appreciation of Dr I Horner providing a brief of evidence for
DOC at quite short notice. More particularly, the following matters were raised in the
Court's Minute:
•

It is not clear what effective voluntary mechanisms might exist;

•

The emphasis on knowing when the disease has manifested itself in
certain trees is inadequate; the emphasis should be on advance control
to prevent spread of the disease;

8

Common bundle Tab 2 p 8.
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•

Apparent lack of any proposal for monitoring in any event;

•

The likely consequences of not controlling the disease are expected
potentially to be catastrophic for the species.

[12]

It would be fair to say that the parties were then on notice of the seriousness that

the Court attached to the need for effective controls on earthworks to assist prevent
dieback spread, and its preliminary reservations about reliance on voluntary measures.
Position of the parties before the Court at the hearing
Director-General of Conservation

[13]

Counsel for DOC Ms Crossen advised that in light of the Court's Minute, and on

reflection, DOC considers a regulatory approach to the subject to be more appropriate
(than a voluntary one), and it supported the earthworks permitted activity standard
approach through the evidence of its planning witness Mr Riddell. 9 The standard would
require compliance with either kauri hygiene procedures when undertaking earthworks
within the vicinity of a kauri tree or, in the alternative, compliance with a management
plan submitted to Council.

Earthworks not complying with that standard would be a

restricted discretionary activity ("RDA'') and subject to a related assessment criterion. 10
No sector should be exempt from the permitted activity standards Mr Riddell proposed
for each of the three zones within jurisdiction.
[14]

Ms Crossen told us that the land area in those zones comprises some 95% of the

total Thames-Coromandel District.

If the Court were minded to impose dieback

provisions in the plan, she invited it to invoke s 293 and apply the controls to the other
17 or so zones that make up the whole district, including we understand those in urban
areas. 11 We return to this question below.
[15]

This may be an appropriate place to record, by way of background, that DOC

manages approximately 74,000 ha in the district being one third of the Coromandel
peninsula's land area.

In Ms Crossen's submission the Director-General has all the

powers reasonably necessary and expedient for DOC to perform its functions under the

9

Crossen Opening submissions [3].

10

The measures supported by Mr Riddell are described in greater detail below.

11

Crossen Opening submissions [6], [15] and [24].

8
Conservation Act 1987 on this land, including presumably plant pest management. 12
[16]

Prompted by the inquiry in the Court's November 2017 Minute, Ms Crossen

submitted that the High Court's decision in Hurunui Water Project Limited v Canterbury
Regional Counci/ 13 was not a bar to DOC discontinuing the withdrawal of a part of its

appeal, as earlier signalled in the draft consent order documentation. 14 The matter which
DOC agreed to withdraw at that time was the insertion of a dieback earthworks permitted
activity standard "[applicable] to farming activities on the basis that voluntary performance
measures/guidelines would be actively promoted by Federated Farmers among the
farming community". Ms Crossen differentiated the fact situation in Hurunui from the

present case as:
rather than withdrawing the appeal, the 0-G is withdrawing the partial
withdrawal of the appeal. If anything, the High Court assists the 0-G as
it confirmed that it is not supportable that the consent memorandum
created binding obligations on parties from which they could not resile.
Waikato Regional Council

[17]

Mr Milne's opening submissions addressed the court comprehensively on

whether the appeal had been withdrawn in part, drawing on his experience as amicus in
the previously cited Hurunui case. 15 He subsequently provided detailed written
submissions. It is unnecessary for us to traverse his helpful submissions in full. Suffice
to note his conclusion that at most DOC's position as recorded in the draft consent order
constituted a private agreement on the relief sought at that time, and was premised on
the court approving the draft consent order. That, as we have recorded, did not happen.
In Mr Milne's submission the appeal therefore remained on foot in all respects . We agree.
We also accept Mr Milne's submission that, if he was wrong in the preceding respects,
there is good law for the proposition that the Regional Council could take over the
Director-General's appeal should it be found to have been withdrawn irreversibly in part.16
[18]

Mr Milne outlined how certain RMA instruments which the Regional Council is

12

We note as well that the Crown is largely bound by the provisions of the Biosecurity Act 1993. (See
s5 of that act).

13

[2015] NZHC 3098.
Common bundle Tab 2, Joint Memorandum of the Parties at [13].
Transcript p 66ff.
Transcript p 70.

9
responsible for maintaining, encompass (or not) consideration of kauri dieback control
provisions. 17 In short:

•

The Waikato Regional Policy Statement operative 2014 is not proposed to be
changed (and the Court finds no relevant provisions in it).

•

The Waikato Regional Plan is a "somewhat venerable document" and
although being amended by a series of Changes currently has no relevant
provisions nor, apparently, are such in prospect.

•

The Waikato Regional Coastal Plan was said to be irrelevant, applying below
the mean high-water springs mark. 18

[19]

The Waikato Regional Pest Management Plan (2014) (RPMP) prepared under

the Biosecurity Act has kauri die back provisions applicable to the Hunua Ranges, only.
The Regional Council was said to be "contemplating" a RPMP Change to introduce more
widely applicable provisions but has not done so. In Mr Milne's submission the appeal
falls to be decided on the technical evidence before the court. He submitted that absent
a "silver bul/ef' it is necessary to take every opportunity that arises, and by happenstance
the proposed district plan is the first such opportunity. The Regional Council's position
was that the PDP provisions "were not sufficiently strong" hence its support for the relief
now sought by DOC.
Thames-Coromandel District Council

[20]

The council's counsel Ms Riley submitted that the Council sought PDP provisions

that were effective, while avoiding controls that are unmanageable, difficult to enforce or
would create [undue] cost for its community. 19
[21]

She noted that "earthworks" are defined in the PDP in sufficiently broad terms to

catch many routine farming activities, including for example farm track maintenance and
soil compaction caused by vehicle movements. 20 The Council was said to support PDP
provisions for "true" earthworks but not "day-to-day farming activities". Ms Riley gave

17

Transcript p 12ff.

18

The Waikato RCP may also contain provisions for the coastal environment where there are doubtless
many kauri. No such provisions were identified, however, in either the WRCP or the NZCPS which
the former is to implement.

19

Riley opening submissions [2 .3].

20

Earthworks means "the disturbance of land by excavating, blasting, moving, depositing and/or
compacting of soil or rock' . Refer Ms Resl EIC [7.6].
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examples of the type of considerations that caused Council to exclude earthworks
accessory to farming from the draft consent order permitted activity standard. 21 These
included the fact that vectors other than farming are implicated in the spread of Pa (undergrazing and movement of stock, feral pigs and water run-off from infected sites); 22 that
there are relatively few known Pa sites in the district (5); 23 the controls sought by the
Director-General would apply whether Pa was present or not; if comprehensive controls
were included in the plan they would have immediate effect at a cost to landowners and
the

Council;

the

applicability

of

existing

use

rights; 24

the

practicality

of

monitoring/enforcement; the practicality of requiring vehicles/equipment to be washed
down in remote locations; and the possibility of unintended consequences like
landowners removing trees to avoid regulation.
[22]

As intimated, considerations of this type led the Council to support the draft

consent order based on excluding earthworks accessory to farming, including an Advice
Note containing hygiene procedures for all [potential] kauri contamination zones and a
Federated Farmers programme promoting voluntary measures/guidelines.
[23]

To its credit the Council has continued to consider plan options for addressing the

effects of Pa, searching for an approach to strike an appropriate balance between
competing factors. We need not set these matters out in full detail but acknowledge the
consideration given to including the hygiene standard in the permitted activity standard; 25
consideration of different controls for on and off-site vehicles/equipment; a requirement
for vehicle cleaning stations; the role of management plans and their content; timing of
the introduction of plan controls; and Auckland Unitary Plan kauri dieback provisions.
[24]

The Council's "suggested" position on suitable Rural zone rules was given in

Appendix B to Ms Riley's Opening submissions. We interpret the use of "suggested" as
signalling Council retained an open mind on what form they might appropriately take and,
as we shall see, its planning witness Ms Resl supported Appendix B to varying degrees.
The Appendix can be summarised as follows:
(a) Earthworks a permitted activity subject to compliance with standards.

21

We deal with the draft consent order's exclusion of mineral exploration activities separately below.

22

Horner EIC [2.9] .

23

Beauchamp EIC [3.3) .

24

We were not addressed on this in any detail and, accordingly, have no basis on which to assume s
10 and the case law would not apply as currently understood.

25

Council position Statement at [6] and Riley Opening submissions [6.2].
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(b) Suggested Standard (i) provides that any earthworks undertaken within
three times the radius of the canopy dripline of a NZ kauri tree (the
"contamination zone") must meet the following standards:
(i)

The contamination zone and entry and exit points to it are physically
marked;

(ii)

A vehicle and equipment cleaning station is established to ensure
that all vehicles and equipment are cleaned to be free of soil and
organic material before moving into, out of or between kauri
contamination zones; 26

(iii)

All vehicles, equipment and personnel are cleaned of soil and
organic material at the vehicle and equipment cleaning station;

(iv)

Completed cleaning checklists recording what cleaning has been
undertaken and when it has been carried out are available for
Council inspection;

(v)

Soil and organic material from earthworks in the contamination zone
or retrieved from cleaning procedures is kept either within the
contamination zone or disposed to landfill.

(c) "Soil disturbance resulting from farm activities" and "earthworks associated
with mineral exploration activities" would be exempt from the standards at
(b) (i)- (v) above.

(d) Earthworks not permitted under the permitted activity rule would be a RDA.

(e) Council would restrict its discretion on a RDA application to matters 1, 3 and
8 in PDP Section 56 Table 7. Relevantly, the Table 7 extract in Ms Riley's
Appendix B provides:

Table 7: Restricted Discretionary Activity Matter
Assessment Criteria
Matter

26

An issue that might need addressing when we come to examine draft rules, is as to whether there
should be a requirement to clean gear used for work under one tree before moving it to work under
another in a contiguous grove of trees? The circumstances of the work and the particular trees might
need to be considered.

12
Spread of kauri dieback by
17

a)

earthworks

Whether

measures

necessary

to

prevent

are
the

introduction or spread of kauri
dieback
adequacy

disease,
of

and

the

measures

proposed to achieve this.

(f) Add a new definition: "soil disturbance from farm activities" means earthworks

associated with the use and maintenance of tracks and fences and
movements of farm vehicles and equipment within a kauri contamination
zone.

[25]

Ms Riley indicated that Council suggested the same provisions for the two other

subject zones (Conservation, Rural Lifestyle).
Federated Farmers of NZ Incorporated ("FFNZ'?
[26]

Mr Meier in his opening submissions for FFNZ submitted that the draft consent

order would provide a better basis for addressing kauri die back effects and would more
likely achieve sustainable management than the relief sought by the Director-General. 27
[27]

He told us that the draft consent order provisions are similar if not identical to the

kauri dieback provisions in the Auckland Unitary Plan : Operative in Part (Regional Plan:
Section E11 Land Disturbance). 28

He referred the Court to Rule E11.6.2 General

Standards which exempts ancillary farming earthworks, ancillary forestry earthworks and
network utilities from ·a permitted activity standard that requires dieback hygiene
procedures to be observed and any soil/organic material removed to be disposed of at a
landfill. The AUP definition of "ancillary farming earthworks" covers a broad range of dayto-day farm activities including cultivation, drainage, and the maintenance and
construction of facilities such as tracks, silage pits, fences and the like.
[28]

27

We accept that as an accurate description of the AUP provisions for ancillary

Meier Opening submissions [41] .
Ibid [42] .
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farming and forestry earthworks in the Rural , Rural Conservation and Open Space Conservation Zones as set out in Activity Table E11.4.1 and Rule E11.6.2 General
standards.
However, it is not the full story. Activity Table E11.4.3 for activities within a

[29]

Significant Ecological Area overlay has a more restricted range of permitted activities,
namely "Ancillary farming earthworks for maintenance of tracks" and "Ancillary forestry
earthworks for maintenance [of tracks]. '129 The thresholds for land disturbance activities

not otherwise listed in Table E11.4.3 are modest. For example, areas greater than 5m 2
are a RDA. The Matters of Discretion include "potential effects on significant ecological
and indigenous biodiversity values" (E11.8.1((2)(b)) and the Assessment Criteria include
'the extent to which appropriate methods are used to prevent the spre.ad of .... unwanted
organisms (as listed under the Biosecurity Act 1993) such as kauri dieback disease" and

within SEA overlays "biological processes, the diversity of species, and the extent to
which adverse effects on ecological and indigenous biodiversity values have been
avoided or minimised" (EE11.8.2). We also note that Table E11.4.3 provides for
"cultivation'130 within a SEA as a RDA up to 500m 2 and as a full DA above that area. It is

pertinent at this point to recall Ms Riley's acknowledgement that the District "is one giant

SNA" and that a lot of the District falls within the coastal environment. 31
[30]

In contrast to AUP rule E11 .6.2, FFNZ saw the provisions which the D-G seeks

as being ad hoc, without focus, not addressing a proper resource management problem,
overlooking the Council's absence of relevant expertise/experience/resources, and
failing to recognise its very limited [statutory] biosecurity responsibilities. The D-G's relief
was also characterised as being "impractical, unworkable and costly for farmers as well
as difficult for Council to monitor and enforce". 32

[31]

Mr Meier was critical of the way the D-G sought to "retrospectively force " the

inclusion of Pa measures into the PDP. Amongst other things, he asserted the absence
of

a

considered

appraisal

of

appropriate

public

agency

and

stakeholder

responsibilities/roles, and failure to recognise the potential co-ordination function of the

29

Brackets inferred to assist meaning but not in Plan .

30

Cultivation is defined in the AUP as "Preparing soil for planting of seeds or plants". It includes six
specific activities of this type and excludes three others including forestry.

31

Transcript pp 19 - 20. We understand SNA (significant natural area) to be equivalent to the s.6(c)
AUP term SEA (significant ecological area) although the PDP uses a differently constructed rule to
identify SNAs.

32

Ibid [11].
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Regional Council including through its Regional Pest Management Plan, were telling
omissions.33
[32]

While recognising that the Council has the RMA function of maintaining biological

diversity (s 31 (1 )(b)(iii)) including the promulgation of Plan rules for this purpose (s. 76),
Mr Meier contended that biosecurity matters are best dealt with and co-ordinated by
central government and regional councils under the legislation enacted specifically for
that purpose. We return to that below.
[33]

Regrettably, at the second hearing a month ago, FFNZ maintained its approach

of looking for problems with the Director-General's proposals, and finding fault with them.
Ironically, this included lack of attention to the issues in higher order RMA instruments.
Also, allegations of want of s32AA process in the current proceedings 34 , existing use
rights [for farming] watering down effectiveness of the proposals, inability through the
proposed rules to control feral animals and water runoff near kauri trees, and that there
exist channels for control through other statutory processes. Its counsel Mr Meier
conceded to the Court, it seemed with extreme reluctance, in answer to questions, that
our decision could include obiter encouragement to other agencies to move on matters
that we agreed seemed not to be happening urgently enough.
PD and KJ Sieling

[34]

Although represented by Mr Meier, Mr Sieling also made submissions on behalf

of himself and his family. We noted the sincerity of what Mr Sieling had to say, and his
practical experience both in public life and as a farmer in the District. In his view action
at a District level would be wrong and achieve nothing. Rather than DOC putting the
onus - as he saw it - on landowners with monitoring passed to the Council, he considered
the department should pro-actively contact known kauri tree owners to offer assistance.
He opined there was a tangible risk of owners being alienated by plan provisions and
taking unwanted action to avoid engaging with regulation.
[35]

Mr Spieling contended strongly that a voluntary approach would be far more

effective. He envisaged measures tailored to individual properties such as fencing,
placement of protective material, track detours, boardwalk construction, use of phosphite

33

34

Ibid [12] .
Mr Green's response was apposite and to the point, that the current Court process was the vehicle for

that.

15
injections, making mobile DOC decontamination unit(s) available and the strategic felling
of some specimens to save others. He saw "lumbering the costs of ineffective rules on
landowners [as] both unfair and counterproductive". He thought the best that could be

achieved was to slow the progress of Pa while scientists and plant breeders develop long
term solutions.
Waihi Gold Company

[36]

Mr Christensen did not make written opening submissions for the Company

during the initial two-day hearing but responded to questions from the Court during Ms
Riley's opening submissions on mining related aspects.
[37]

Ms Riley advised that the parties, including the Company, intend finalising and

filing draft consent order documentation shortly in another proceeding, containing mining
controls for managing kauri dieback.35

We understood from Mr Christensen's oral

contributions that the Company accepted those draft provisions, at least in general terms,
as described in the Joint Memorandum of Parties and included in the common bundle. 36
Summarised, the provisions allow for:
(a) Mineral exploration without blasting to be a controlled activity in the plan's Section
37: Mining which deals with all mineral extraction related activities;
(b) The exploration Controlled Activity rule is to include a matter of control for the
prevention of kauri dieback disease.
(c) Non-compliance with a Controlled Activity standard for exploration would result in
an activity assuming either Restricted Discretionary or Discretionary Activity
status.
(d) The RDA rule is to contain a matter of discretion for the prevention of the spread
of kauri dieback disease.
[38]

The draft provisions are not part of the current appeal. However, as Ms Riley

explained, they might ultimately be with the Court when it is determining the current
appeal. There is clearly a degree of overlap between the topics although the draft Mining
consent provisions as presently framed are explicit that "Exploration [would be] exempt

(

35

Riley Opening submissions [8 .2] and Transcript p 33.

36

Common bundle , Tab 2 Joint Memo of Parties in Support of draft consent order (6 September 2017)
p 5 and at Tab 5.
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from other kauri dieback rules in the Plan. '137 It nevertheless occurs to us that plan
provisions for one topic might usefully inform the other, and that the approaches should
be consistent. Although not necessarily representing the Company's position, we have
found it helpful to record the following matters that arose in exchanges between the Court
and counsel where there appeared to be a degree of common understanding: 38
(a) A controlled activity application cannot be declined consent. Given this situation,
is controlled activity status appropriate where the consent authority finds the
"measures proposed to achieve" control of dieback to be inadequate?

Should

the rule contain a standard that specifies what is required to qualify as a
Controlled Activity?
(b) Non-compliance with a standard might explicitly cause a proposal to become a
Restricted Discretionary Activity?
(c) The plan might usefully specify the information required to accompany a resource
consent application.

For example, whether there is a compelling reason for

selecting the subject site; the presence or not of kauri; if relevant, whether PAis
known to be present or not; and, if relevant, the PA management measures
proposed.
[39]

In addition to the above matters, when a Mining draft consent order is filed the

Court will want to understand how it is proposed to manage potential kauri die back effects
of prospecting and mining, and not solely exploration without blasting.
Site Visits

[40]

The Court undertook site visits with the agreement of the parties to two locations

on 27 November 2017. The first of these was to the Sielings' 710 ha working farm at
Ohuka on the northern edge of Whitianga. 39 The property has over 200 ha in native
vegetation, with kauri in and adjacent to farmed pasture and on the edge of a vehicle
track through bush.
[41]

The second 27 November 2017 site visit was to the Whenuakite Kauri Loop Walk

Track managed by DOC and located near Tairua.

Tab 5 p 2 Notes (6).
Transcript pp 33 - 39.
Sieling EIC [5]

Here contractors were actively
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installing kauri dieback control measures along the track, including raising its level and
constructing board walks. We also saw (and used) hygiene equipment for boot cleaning.
[42]

The Court conducted a third site visit on 10 July 2018 to view at a distance, bush

on private property near Whangapoua containing kauri trees dying from Pa.
The Law
Resource Management Act 1991

[43]

In this section, we set out briefly Council's functions under the Act

40

(s31 ), the

purpose of its plan (s 72), the matters to be considered by the Council when preparing
the plan (s 74), contents of the plan (s 75), and the nature and purpose of plan rules (s
76). Also relevant are the s 32 and s 32AA requirements for preparing evaluation and
further evaluation reports on potential plan provisions (options) for achieving the purpose
of the Act and plan objectives .
Council's functions (s 31)

[44]

Relevantly the Council's RMA functions include:
(1 (a)) the establishment, implementation, and review of objectives, policies, and
methods to achieve integrated management of the effects of the use, development,
or protection of land and associated natural and physical resources of the district:

(1 (b)) the control of any actual or potential effects of the use, development, or
protection of land , including for the purpose of-

•

(iia) the prevention or mitigation of any adverse effects of the development, subdivision ,
or use of contaminated land:

•

[45]

(iii) the maintenance of indigenous biological diversity:

We find that the maintenance of indigenous biological diversity is a mandated

Council function which it is to achieve through the integrated management of effects,
including the adoption of controls to prevent or mitigate the actual or potential adverse
effects of the use of contaminated land. We are satisfied from evidence, which we review

As at 13 December 2013.
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below, that land within three times the dripline of kauri is contaminated land where it is
known to or may potentially contain a hazardous substance in the form of the ecotoxic
pathogen Pa capable of causing ill health, injury, or death to kauri. We take the following
into account in making these findings.
[46]

Relevant RMA s 2 RMA definitions are:
contaminated land is land that has a hazardous substance in or on it that:

(a) has significant adverse effects on the environment; or
{b) is reasonably likely to have significant adverse effects on the environment

hazardous substances include, but are not limited to, any substance defined in
section 2 of the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 as a
hazardous substance

[47]

Relevant definitions in s2 Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996

are:
hazardous substance means, unless expressly provided otherwise by
regulations or an EPA notice, any substance-

(a) with 1 or more of the following intrinsic properties:
(vi) ecotoxicity, with or without bioaccumulation; or

ecotoxic means capable of causing ill health, injury, or death to any living
organism.

Purpose of Council's district plan

[48]

Section 72 provides that the purpose of a council's plan is to assist it to carry out

its functions, which include those set out above, in order to achieve the purpose of the
Act (sustainable management of natural and physical resources).
Matters to be considered when preparing District Plan (s 74)

[49]

Section 74(1) provides that the Council is to prepare its plan in accordance with

the following matters:
(a) its functions under section 31; and
(b) the provisions of Part 2; and
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(c) a direction given under s 25A(2); 41 and
(d) its obligation to prepare and have particular regard to an evaluation report in
accordance with section 32;
(e) any regulations 42 .

[50]

By s 74(2), in addition to the requirements of s 75(3) and (4) the Council is also

relevantly to have regard to:
(a) any proposed RPS or proposed regional plan for its region; and
(b) management plans and strategies prepared under other Acts; and
(c) the extent to which the district plan needs to be consistent with the plans or
proposed plans of adjacent territorial authorities.

We were not advised of any relevant iwi planning document that should be taken
into account (s 74(2A).
District Plan contents (s 75)

[51)

Section 75 sets out the contents of district plans, which in December 2013

relevantly included that:
(1)

(2)

A district plan must state(a)

the objectives for the district; and

(b)

the policies to implement the objectives; and

(c)

the rules (if any) to implement the policies.

A district plan may state (a)

the significant resource management issues for the district; and

(b)

the methods, other than rules, for implementing the policies for the district; and

(c)

the principal reasons for adopting the policies and methods; and

(d)

the environmental results expected from the policies and methods; and

(e)

the procedures for monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of the policies
and methods; and

(f)

the processes for dealing with issues that cross territorial authority boundaries;

41

No such Ministerial direction was advised to us.

42

Regulations made under the RMA- see definition of "regulations" in s2 RMA.
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and

(3)

(4)

(g)

the information to be included with an application for a resource consent; and

(h)

any other information required for the purpose of the territorial authority's
functions, powers, and duties under this Act.

A district plan must give effect to (a)

any national policy statement; and

(b)

any New Zealand coastal policy statement; and

(c)

any regional policy statement.

A district plan must not be inconsistent with(b)

(5)

a regional plan for any matter specified in section 30(1 ).

A district plan may incorporate material by reference under Part 3 of Schedule 1.

District Plan rules (s 76)

[52]

Section 76(1) provides that a council may, for the purpose of carrying out its

functions and achieving the objectives and policies of the plan include rules in its district
plan . In making a rule Council is to have regard to the actual or potential effect on the
environment of activities including any adverse effect.
(53]

We note that a rule may(4)(a) apply throughout a district or a part of a district:
(b)

(54]

make different provision for(i)

different parts of the district; or

(ii)

different classes of effects arising from an activity:

(c)

apply all the time or for stated periods or seasons:

(d)

be specific or general in its application :

(e)

require a resource consent to be obtained for an activity causing, or likely to
cause, adverse effects not covered by the plan .

Notwithstanding the rural focus of the appellant's relief, we also note the potential

relevance of:
v

•

s 76(4A) which provides that a rule may prohibit or restrict the felling, trimming,
damaging, or removal of a tree or trees on a single urban environment allotment
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only if the tree(s) are both described and the allotment is accurately identified in
a plan schedule; and
•

s 76(48) which provides that a rule may prohibit or restrict the felling, trimming,
damaging , or removal of trees on 2 or more urban environment allotments only if
the lots are adjacent to each other, the trees form a group of trees and a plan
schedule describes the group and accurately fixes their location; and

•

s 76(4C) which defines the terms group of trees and urban environment
allotment(s); and

•

s 76(40) which further describes the circumstances in which ss.(4A) and (48)
apply.

[55]

Lest it be relevant we finally note that s 76(5) provides:
A rule may exempt from its coverage an area or class of contaminated land if the rule

(a) provides how the significant adverse effects on the environment that the
hazardous substance has are to be remedied or mitigated; or
(b) provides how the significant adverse effects on the environment that the
hazardous substance is reasonably likely to have are to be avoided; or
(c) treats the land as not contaminated for purposes stated in the rule .

Sections 32 and 32AA for the evaluations of options

[56]

Section 74(1)(e) requires that a proposed plan must be prepared in accordance

with the maker's obligation to have particular regard to an evaluation report prepared in
accordance with s 32. When the plan was publicly notified s 32 relevantly required:
(1) An evaluation report must:
(a) examine the extent to which the objectives 43 of the proposal 44 being evaluated are
the most appropriate to achieve the purpose of the Act; and
(b) whether the provisions of the proposal are the most appropriate way to achieve the
objectives by-

43

Objectives by s 32(6) means (a) for a proposal that contains or states objectives, those objectives:
(b) for all other proposals, the purpose of the proposal.

44

In this case proposal means the proposed plan- refers 32(6).
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(i)

identifying

other reasonable

practicable

options

for achieving

the

objectives; and
(ii)

assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions in achieving the
objectives; and

(iii)

summarising the reasons for deciding on the provisions; and

(c) contain detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the environmental,
economic, social and cultural effects that are anticipated from implementation of
the proposal.

(2) An assessment under ss ( 1)(b )(ii) must(a) Identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic, social
and cultural effects that are anticipated from implementation of the provisions,
including the opportunities for(i)

Economic growth and employment that are anticipated to be provided or
reduced; and

(b) If practicable, quantify the benefits and costs referred to in (a) above; and
(c) Assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information
about the subject matter of the provisions45 .

(3) Where there is an amending proposal- as sought for example by the appellant's relief
-the examination required by ss (1)(b) must relate to(a) the provisions and objectives of the amending proposal; and
(b) the objectives of the existing proposal46 to the extent that those objectives -

[57]

(i)

are relevant to the objectives of the amending proposal: and

(ii)

would remain if the amending proposal were to take effect.

Section 32AA requires a further evaluation to be made for any changes that have

been made, or are proposed, for the proposal 47 since the evaluation report was
completed. It is to be undertaken in accordance with ss 32(1) to (4) [as they were on 13
December 2013] and be undertaken at a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and
significance of the changes.
Biosecurity Act 1993

[58]

The Biosecurity Act 1993 (BA) comprises a number of Parts, some of which have

45

By s 32(6) provisions means for a proposed plan the policies, rules, or other methods that implement,
or give effect to, the objectives of the proposed plan.

46

Being the PDP decisions version.

47

In this case the relief sought by the Director-General for inclusion in the PDP or any variation of such.
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an express purpose. The purpose of Part 5: Pest Management is the most relevant to
the current appeal, namely:
.. . to provide for the eradication or effective management of harmful organisms that are
present in New Zealand by providing for (a) the development of effective and efficient instruments and measures that prevent,
reduce, or eliminate the adverse effects of harmful organisms on economic
wellbeing , the environment, human health, enjoyment of the natural environment,
and the relationship between Maori, their culture, and their traditions and their
ancestral lands, waters, sites, wahi tapu, and taonga; and
(b) the appropriate distribution of costs associated with the instruments and measures.
[59]

Similar to the RMA, the BA provides for a cascade of documents that progress

from a mandatory Government National Policy Direction to the plans and programmes of
regional and territorial councils, with the latter required to be consistent with senior
instruments. We briefly outline each of these as a basis for understanding how kauri
die back might potentially be addressed by statutory means other than the RMA. We then
outline kauri dieback provisions in relevant regional pest management plans (Waikato,
Northland and Auckland) and conclude this section with salient findings from a final draft
report that scopes BA support for the kauri dieback programme to date.

Is regulation under the RMA precluded by the Biosecurity Act?
[60]

Before proceeding further to describe the statutory framework in the BA, we must

consider the question of whether, as originally submitted by parties in opposition to the
appellant's case, the BA provisions preclude attention under other statutes, including the
RMA.
[61]

The situation appears somewhat analogous to a comparison of provisions of the

RMA with the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996, on which Mr Milne
for WRC, helpfully addressed us in the July hearing.
[62]

Citing the decision of the High Court in Federated Farmers v Northland Regional

Council,48 upholding a decision of the Environment Court to the same effect, 49 an exercise
in statutory interpretation was undertaken, the result of which was that there was power

48

[2016] NZHC 2036.

49

Federated Farmers of New Zealand v Northland Regional Council (2015] NZEnvC 89.
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under both statutes to regulate genetically modified organisms ("GMOs").
[63]

As submitted by Mr Milne in the present case, there is no express provision in the

BA making the RMA subject to it or subordinate, notwithstanding that the RMA has been
amended many times since enactment of the BA.
[64]

We have considered s 7A of the BA addressing its relationship with the RMA,

from which we discern no legislative intention to override the RMA; indeed, the converse,
built on an assumption that the RMA has a clear relevant legislative foundation for
present purposes, with s 7A BA legislating merely for tightly constrained exemptions
therefrom .
[65]

Using the statutory interpretation framework approved by the High Court in the

above case 50 and noting that here again there appears to be a readily identifiable policy
reason for the two pieces of legislation to be read together, we find that the two statutes
can easily be reconciled.
[66]

On the basis of that finding , we proceed now to consider the statutory framework

in and under the BA. We do this in part because Federated Farmers and Mr Sieling
submitted that whether or not the two pieces of legislation could be reconciled, sufficient
is being done and can continue to be done under the BA concerning control of PA, leading
them to submit that the most that might be required under the RMA is encouragement of
voluntary restraints near kauri trees.
National Policy Direction

[67]

Section 56 of the BA requires the responsible Minister to promulgate a National

Policy Direction (NPD) for the purpose of ensuring that activities under Part 5 provide the

best use of available resources for New Zealand's best interests, and align with one
another, when necessary, to contribute to the achievement of Part 5.
[68]

Although not presented in evidence, the current NPD dated 17 August 2015 is

available on the Ministry of Primary Industries' website. Section 4 of the NPD sets out
what must be addressed in objectives for each subject dealt with in a pest management
plan, 51 including the one or more intermediate outcomes that a plan must seek to achieve.

50

[2016] NZHC 2036 at [11].

51

We exclude reference to pathway management and small-scale management programmes because
the former is by s 2 concerned with the movement of goods or craft out of, into or through NZ with
potential to spread harmful organisms and because by ss 2 and 1OOV(2)(b) under the latter the
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The latter include exclusion, eradication, progressive containment, sustained control and
site-led pest programmes. The NPD concludes with directions for analysing benefits and
costs for plans, the allocation of such and "good neighbour rules" in regional pest
management plans.
[69]

There is no reference in the NPD to the kauri dieback or any other organism. To

this extent the NPD is an overarching, directive document concerned primarily with
"clarifying requirements for Part 5 BA regulatory instruments and ensuring [the]
consistent application of these requirements nationally and between regions, as
appropriate. "52
National Pest Management Plans

[70]

Sections 59 to 67 BA provide for National Pest Management Plans (NPMP) to be

prepared at the instigation of either a Minister5 3 or a person who submits a proposal to a
Minister, 54 and related process matters. A proposal must, amongst other things, identify
the organism(s) proposed to be specified as a pest; provide a description of the pests'
adverse effects; the objectives of the plan; measures to achieve the objectives; the
reasons why a national plan is more appropriate than a regional plan; an analysis of the
costs and benefits of a plan; the extent to which persons are likely to benefit from the
plan; the extent to which persons contribute to the creation, continuance or exacerbation
of problems to be resolved by the plan; a rationale for the proposed allocation of costs
including arrangements for any funding levy; and the effects that implementation of the
plan would have on (i) economic wellbeing, the environment, human health, enjoyment of the natural
environment, and the relationship between Maori, their culture, and their traditions and
their ancestral lands, waters, sites, wahi tapu, and taonga:

[71]

In addition, a NPMP is required to specify the powers in Part 6 of the BA that are

to be used for implementation purposes, including rules; the intended management
agency; monitoring arrangements; whether the plan includes adjoining roads; and "any

subject organism must be capable of eradication or effective control within 3 years, which appears
unlikely in the case of kauri dieback.
52

National Policy Directive, August 2015 p 3.

53

Ibid s 2 Interpretations defined as "a Minister of the Crown" distinguishable from the "responsible
Minister'' which means "the Minister who, under the authority of any warrant or with the authority of
the Prime Minister, is for the time being responsible for the administration of [the BA]".

54

Ibid s.61 (1).
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matter that the national policy direction requires be specified in a plan".

[72]

NPMP preparation proceeds by successive steps (5) with the Minister required to

satisfy him or herself that the requirements of each step are satisfied including in Step 4
with regards the matters specified in the plan , compensation arrangements and rules.
Regional Pest Management Plans

[73]

As with NPMP's, the formulation of a RPMP proceeds on a stepped basis initiated

by either a regional council or person who submits a proposal for such. The matters
required to be included are the same as those for NPMP's given above, including the
effects that implementation of the plan would have on specified matters. We note that,
again, there is also a requirement to specify plan objectives and the powers proposed to
be used to implement a plan - including where relevant rules.
Waikato Regional Pest Management Plan 2014 - 2024

[74]

The Waikato Regional Council has a RPMP for its region , within which the

Thames-Coromandel District is found.
[75]

Section 7.3 of the WRPMP deals with kauri dieback. It records that kauri stands

occur throughout the Region with the largest stands found in the Coromandel. The WRC
is a member of a joint agency partnership established in 2008 to make a coordinated
response to kauri dieback.

The partnership developed a programme comprising

operational activities, short and long-term research, measures to increase public
awareness and provide support for communities.

Other participating agencies are the

Ministry for Primary Industry, DOC, Auckland Council, the BOP and Northland Regional
Councils, and iwi . The WRPMP records that "From 1 July 2014, WRC will contribute
$72,000 every year for 10 years to [the] joint agency programme".
[76]

From an operational perspective, the WRPMP provides:
The Waikato Regional Council biosecurity staff, working with the joint agency
programme, will visit private properties where landowners are concerned about
the health of kauri and assess whether symptoms typical of kauri dieback are
present. Soil samples will be taken where necessary to confirm if kauri dieback
is present.
If kauri dieback is identified on a private property, a site-specific plan for that
property will be developed aimed at managing risks associated with various
vectors and activities on the site identified with soil movement.

[77]

We note the absence of any kauri dieback objectives in the Plan; absence of
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dieback-related rules; apparent reliance on landowner concern as a prerequisite for
action; 55 that there is no reference to public land in the section, including roads; 56 or
recognition of soil movement as a potential pathogen transmission vector.
[78]

Section 7.4 of the WRPMP explains that MPI is the lead agency for National

Interest Pest Responses (NIPR) with the aim of eradicating selected established pests.
When the WRPMP became operative there were eleven NIPR species. Kauri dieback
was not included.
[79]

Section 7.5 of the WRPMP deals [only] with the Hunua Ranges Pest Management

Area where the Auckland Council is the management agency for land in the Waikato
Region. The pathogen Pais identified in the Management Area as a pest. The following
WRPMP provisions apply:
Kauri dieback in the Hunua Ranges Pest Management Area

The organism which causes kauri dieback - Phytophthora taxon Agathis
(also known as PTA)- is declared a pest
within the Hunua Ranges Pest Management Area with a management
category of exclusion and an intermediate
objective, over the lifetime of this plan, of preventing the incursion and
establishment of Phytophthora taxon
Agathis in the area.

Should Phytophthora taxon Agathis be identified within the Hunua Ranges
Pest Management Area then it will be
subject to the management category of sustained control with an
intermediate objective, over the lifetime of
this plan , of preventing the spread and minimising the adverse impacts of
Phytophthora taxon Agathis.
Plan rule

7.5.1 No person shall knowingly communicate, cause to be communicated ,
release , or cause to be released , or
otherwise spread Phytophthora taxon Agathis or material contaminated
with Phytophthora taxon Agathis within the
Hunua Ranges Pest Management Area.

55

It is not said that a site-specific plan can be promulgated if a person other than a landowner identifies
dieback on a private property.

56

WRPMP Section 7.2: Pest Dispersal Routes and Transport Corridor Responsibilities has provisions
for rail corridors and road authority responsibilities but no express reference to kauri dieback.
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A breach of this rule will create an offence under section 154N(19) of the
Act and may result in default work under s. 128 of the Act.

[80]

The Area-specific WRPMP provisions are of some note, in that they have a

purpose, management category, objective and rule components. They apply however
only in the Hunua Range, somewhat distant from the Thames-Coromandel District.

Auckland Regional Pest Management Plan
[81]

The Auckland Council's pest management strategy is well out of date (2007 -

2012). There is no mention of kauri dieback in that plan, and it has no geographical
relationship to the Thames-Coromandel District 57 .

Northland Regional Pest Management Plan
[82]

The NRPMP is in the course of becoming operative with applications for Court-

ordered amendments currently now finalised 58 . One such application concerned the
provisions in Section 8: Sustained Control Diseases for kauri dieback.
[83]

The Court settled that matter by consent, with the following amended dieback

provisions proposed included in the Plan:
Objective
For the duration of the Pest Plan , prevent the spread of kauri dieback to
reduce impacts on biodiversity, cultural and economic values in Northland.

Aims
To maintain a complete record of the full distribution and severity of
kauri dieback in Northland .
To increase public knowledge and skills, and encourage people to
take action to help reduce the spread of kauri dieback.

Banned from sale and distribution
Under sections 52 and 53 of the Biosecurity Act 1993 no person can sell,
propagate, breed , distribute or otherwise spread any pest in this plan, or
any unwanted organism . ......... Not complying with Section 52 or 53 is an
offence ..... . .

57

That said, the Auckland Council's very recent initiatives restricting public access to reserves containing

kauri, are acknowledged .
58

Decision [2018] NZEnvC 023 Royal Forest & Bird Protection Society Inc v Northland Regional Council
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Rules

Rule 8.1 .1
Land occupiers within Northland must implement an approved
management plan to reduce the risk of kauri dieback spreading, where an
authorised person identifies the property as high risk.
Authorised persons will determine whether a property is "high risk" having
regard to:
Site status - is it a confirmed or likely positive site?
Site location- is it within proximity to known kauri dieback site(s)?
Vectors- is there high likelihood of spread to or from the site?
Any other relevant factor
The minimum criteria for an approved Kauri Dieback Management Plan
are contained at Appendix X of the Northland Regional Pest and Marine
Pathway Management Plan 2017- 2027.
Rule 8.1.2
Every person who sees or suspects the presence of kauri dieback shall
immediately report the sighting to NRC or an authorised management
agency.

[84]

There follows an amplification of the Principal Measures including the

requirement of the public to act, council inspection commitments, and NRC intended
service delivery, advocacy and education functions.
[85]

The provisions are notable for their commitment to action, comprehensive nature

and enforceability. They demonstrate what is achievable under the BA, in terms of
regulation.
[86]

Needless to say, however, the Thames-Coromandel District is not covered in that

regional plan.
Scoping Regulatory Support for the Kauri Dieback Programme (December 2015)

[87]

Counsel for the Waikato Regional Council, Mr Milne, tabled for the Court's

assistance the above, final draft report (the Report) prepared by a consultant Mr A
Harrison 59 for an entity known as the Kauri Dieback Leadership Team.

59

Mr Milne

Mr Harrison was not called as a witness. We note from the Report that he has the qualifications of
BSc (Ecology and Environmental Science) and MSc (Resource Management). The Report records
that he has previously assisted with stages of the Biosecurity Law Reform Bill 2012, development of
a National Pest Management Plan of Action, jointly chaired the Kauri Dieback Leadership team for its
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confirmed that there was no impediment to the Court citing the Report in its decision. 5°
[88]

The Court has distilled the following background information and findings from the

Report which have assisted our understanding of the function that RMA instruments,
such as the Council's proposed plan, have in an integrated regulatory approach to
managing the effects of kauri dieback. 61
[89]

We find it noteworthy that the government-led Kauri Die back Programme formally

commenced in 2009 has not thus far on the evidence before us, proved effective in
preventing the spread of PA. Reportedly both an independent review of the efficacy of
the Programme in 2013 and a national strategy ((Kia toi tu he kauri - Keep Kauri Standing:
New Zealand's Strategy for managing Kauri dieback disease" recognised that an
effective programme requires a formal statutory basis and nationally consistent approach
by the Ministry of Primary Industries ("MPI") and regional councils. 5 2
[90]

The Report's author put it this way:
... reliance on encouragement, communication and building relationships alone
to achieve compliance is insufficient for a programme such as KDP. The
national strategy for KD appears to recognise this (for example, through seeking
to explore how regulatory tools can further strengthen incentives).

[91]

The Report continues "Regulatory support is needed to ensure the right incentives

are in place; incentives for people to make decisions and behave in ways that prevent
spread or reduce impacts of KD". 63 The Biosecurity Act 1993, the RMA 1991 and Crown
Minerals Act 1991 are identified as the primary relevant statutes. The former being "The
[principal] legislation designed to enable comprehensive and proactive management of
biosecurity risks, including management of a disease such as KD". The RMA and CMA
are said to have a more limited and reactive potential role as they apply to a "small subset
of activities relevant to the KD programme" and come into play only when a consent or
approval is sought.
[92]

The Report identifies a daunting list of shortcomings in the current approach to

initial 2 years and developed the National (Psa-V) Pest Management Plan for Kiwifruit Vine Health in
2013.
60

Transcript, p 151

61

The Report, quite properly we think, also identifies non-regulatory initiatives considered necessary as
part of an effective strategy. Our not discussing these should not be read as detracting from their
utility; they simply fall outside the Court's mandate in the current proceedings.

62

The Report pp 8 - 9.

63

Ibid p 9.
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KD taken by government. 64 Key problems include:
(a) The current regulatory framework supporting the KDP lacks coherence and is
currently a source of confusion and potential barrier to effective compliance.
(b) There appears to be an over-reliance on voluntary compliance in some parts of
the programme with either insufficient, and/or insufficient use of, regulatory tools
to create the necessary incentives for compliance.
(c) Several of the foundations for effective design and implementation over time of
regulatory support are missing [from the Programme], including a strategic view
of risk and performance measurement.
(d) Inconsistent approaches to risk management are undermining compliance.
(e) The need for greater role clarity and structure within the programme.
[93]

The Report identifies several key "features" required in a good [effective]

regulatory toolbox. Namely the programme needs to be outcomes-focused, fit across
the full range of interventions needed to achieve the strategic outcomes sought, be
effective and efficient, consistent and flexible.
[94]

Three alternative Programme delivery options were assessed in some detail.

Relevantly, all to some degree have a "supported by RMA" component.

It is not

necessary for us to describe the Options in detail here. Suffice to say that by a narrow
margin Option 3 was preferred and recommended to the KD Leadership team. Amongst
the recommendations made are the following: 65
4. The regulatory toolbox for the KDP include:
(a)
A "National (Kauri Dieback) Pest Management Plan" as the primary
regulatory tool for the programme; supported by
(b)
Use of consent, designation and permitting processes under the
RMA and CMA; and further supported by
(c)
Use of conservation legislation to further enable management of KD
on public conservation lands and private lands (through covenants,
kawenata and other forms of agreement with landowners).
AND

64

Ibid p 1ff. The list given here is not exhaustive. No diminution of those omitted is intended or implied .

65

The Report p 4ff.
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7. That a transition to Option 3 (while a National (Kauri Dieback) Pest
Management Plan is developed .... ) be carefully managed to ensure the
programme continues to strengthen and build momentum, including: (a) Using unwanted organism status under the BA ...... . As the primary
interim regulatory support tool ...
(b) Establishing a movement control policy and series of controlled area
notices to regulate the movement of risk items .... . .
(c) Regional councils starting to actively use (and continuing to improve
active use in the case of the Auckland Council) RMA tools as soon as
guidance is issued, and support and encourage territorial authorities within
their region to do likewise where applicable."

[95]

Another of the Report's recommendations is notable and we presume made to

avoid unnecessary biosecurity duplication, namely that:
8. The [Northland, Waikato and BOP regional councils and Auckland
Council] recognise the National (Kauri Dieback) Pest Management Plan
(or development of [such)) and the role and contribution of council[s) as a
partner in the KDP but do not include KD as a "pest" when next reviewing
their regional pest management plans.

[96]

The Report in a section headed The Current State/Approach to Regulatory

Support66 identifies seven potential areas for KD-related RMA action. Notably:
(a) There has been no use thus far of either a National Policy Statement or a National
Environmental Standard;
(b) An example is given of two KDP partners (DOC, Auckland Council) submitting on
resource consent applications for a major road project north of Auckland. Similar
opportunities can arise when submitting on Notices of Requirement for proposed
public work designations;
(c) KD is said to not be included specifically in any Regional Policy Statements;
(d) As regards regional, district and unitary plans, the comprehensive Auckland
Unitary Plan KD-specific provisions described above are acknowledged. It is also
noted that most plans have s.6 based RMA objectives/policies/rules applicable to
KD management;
(e) Conditions of consent on applications for activities, such as earthworks where the
pathogen is known to exist or potentially exist, to prevent the spread of KD. The
Report records that the Auckland Council has "prepared draft standard

66

The Report Section 6 p 15ff and Table 1.
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conditions" for this purpose. Conversely KD was reportedly not considered when

resource consent applications are processed by Northland, Waikato and BOP
regional councils or territorial authorities.
[97]

As Mr Milne recognised, a valid inquiry, including we would suggest for s 32 RMA

purposes, is whether the biosecurity legislation provides a better basis for KD-related
regulation than the RMA or, more specifically in this case, the Council's proposed district
plan. 67 The Report's author having deposed that BA methods enable "the comprehensive
management of a pest or disease, such as KD", 68 put it this way:
"A question, therefore, which needs to be considered is, are additional tools under other
legislation required, or do these duplicate provisions of the Biosecurity Act 1983 and in
doing so create unnecessary compliance costs?
In my view, the RMA (and to a lesser extent the Crown Minerals Act) serves a
complementary purpose; in that its use in addition to Biosecurity Act 1993 tools serves
to significantly strengthen [the] ability to manage compliance and reduce overall costs
associated with achieving compliance. This is because activities that would spread kauri
dieback are extensive and occurring daily across kauri lands - everything from property
development, to road construction, to mineral exploration, to young kauri plant
movements, to shifting stock, to pruning or removing vegetation. A significant subset of
these activities [is] already regulated through the RMA and CMA (for example,
earthworks and vegetation removal), with established systems and capability in place to
assess and manage risk, and to manage compliance.

The inclusion of kauri dieback

when regulating such activities under RMA or CMA imposes no material increase in cost,
however, it significantly strengthens overall compliance management for kauri dieback."

[98]

Having reviewed options for effectively and efficiently achieving consistent use of

RMA tools across all kauri lands, the Report's recommendation is:
[To] include kauri dieback-specific provisions within unitary, regional and
district plans (including objectives, policies and rules and assessment
criteria), and issue KDP guidance to regional and district planners across
the four regions. Guidance should recommend standard conditions for
inclusion when issuing consents or submitting advice to requiring
authorities for designations. This is the ideal option for the programme as

67

TPO pp 72 - 73.

68

Citing specifically pest management plans, unwanted organism status and associated administrative
provisions .
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kauri dieback-specific provisions makes it crystal clear to both applicants
and planners that kauri dieback must be considered.
[99]

Given the author's gloomy assessment of the KDP's efficacy under the

Biosecurity Act 1993 to date, we find the preceding analysis and opinion a compelling
reason for complementary RMA plan-based action lest "Rome continue to burn", having
found that there is jurisdiction to do so.

The core issue
[1 00]

Having determined that we have jurisdiction to direct that provisions be included

in the District Plan, and having undertaken something of a review of steps that have been
taken over the years under various pieces of legislation, we come to the issue of what
should be regulated here, if reasonably possible.
[1 01]

The issue surfaced to one extent or another in the statements of evidence of the

several scientific witnesses, but most strongly in the evidence of Dr I Horner, called by
the Director-General :69
The long-term survival of kauri forest depends on preventing the spread of
kauri dieback into these "clean" areas of forest. If the current rate of spread
cannot be arrested, kauri forests as we currently know them are likely to
disappear from the landscape within the next few decades.
[1 02]

Dr Horner also told us70 that while kauri is presently the only known significant

host of the disease, it is thought by experts that it is highly likely that other hosts exist,
presently symptomless in the forest.
[1 03]

Dr Horner told us71 that the disease is spread by the movement of spores or

infected plant material from infected areas into clean areas, so any movement of soil from
such sites would potentially spread the disease. Further, 72 that infected soil and spore
movement could be passive, such as in water runoff downhill from infected sites, or active
such as any movement of soil from hiker's boots, vehicles, machinery, tools, feral animals
such as pigs, or domestic animals such as cattle. The risk would be proportionate to the
volume of soil moved and the frequency of such movement.
[1 04]

69

The evidence from Dr A Beauchamp, also called by the Director-General, and

I Horner, EIC , para 2.5.
I Horner, EIC, para 2.7.
I Horner, EIC, para 2.8.
I Horner, EIC , para 2.9.
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advice received from our Special Advisor Dr M Gerth appointed under s 259 RMA, was
strongly to the same effect, and confirmed in a joint witness statement produced by the
three of them after a facilitated conference on 19 June 2018.
Dr Horner73 having advised that there are no cures for kauri dieback and that the

[1 05]

best and only reasonable means to protect trees from kauri dieback is to prevent
incursion of the pathogen into uninfected areas by enforcing strict hygiene practices,
predominately around soil and plant movement, the three experts confirmed these
matters in their joint statement. They advised:74
We do not have treatments that we can confidently say will prevent the
spread of the organism . However, there are management systems which
can manage the spread based around strict hygiene protocols (no matter
what the zone of the land), e.g. track closures, restrictions on soil
movement, fencing, machinery cleaning protocols, feet cleaning.

We were impressed with the following guidance in stark terms, from Dr Horner:75

[106]

All kauri should be considered as potentially contaminated until proven
otherwise, as the lag from initial infection to symptom expression or death
could be years or decades, and soil from around such trees could be
potentially contaminated . To prevent disease spread into clean forests,
hygiene measures around all kauri areas are required . . . control of
movement of soil, organic or plant material around kauri, is the key to
preventing spread.

[1 07]

Evidence that placed these issues handily into context for the present proceeding,

was offered by Mr PT Whaley, a scientist with responsibility within Waikato Regional
Council for integrated management, in particular concerning biosecurity (pest plants). He
said: 76
Although my evidence pertains to proposed provisions of the Proposed
Thames-Coromandel District Plan, in my opinion there is not one
management tool that will entirely manage the risks associated with the
movement with the disease within the district. It is also my opinion that
many tools are required to protect kauri on the Coromandel and that, in
order to reduce the risks associated with the spread of the disease, the
provisions of the District Plan are part of a wider set of actions that will
reduce the risk.

[1 08]

In this

respect,

Mr Whaley's evidence

corroborated the findings

and

recommendations of Mr Harrison's report for the Kauri Dieback Leadership Team
described above starting at paragraph [87] . And in general terms, the relief sought by the

-. ' .' .
~
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I Horner, EIC, para 2.21.
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PT Whaley, EIC, para 2.2.
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Director-General.
[1 09]

The Director-General helpfully called further evidence at our July hearing, from

Dr EA van Eyndhoven, an ecologist and biosecurity specialist (but not a plant
pathologist), currently employed at the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) as the
Principal Advisor, Conservation for Biosecurity New Zealand. He has been in that role for
approximately 9 years and worked on many aspects of biosecurity including science,
policy, readiness programmes, incursion responses and long-term management
programmes. He has experience in leading and managing aspects of native plant disease
responses or programmes and reported that he had a good overall understanding of most
aspects of kauri dieback management.
[11 0]

Dr van Eyndhoven commented on the statements of evidence that we had

received from the scientists, planners, and landowners. He had read the notice of appeal
and considered other documentation in the case. He provided us with a comprehensive
description of current use of national controls under the BA to manage kauri dieback
spread risk, much of which reflected what we have recorded above in that regard.
[111]

Of possible interest to the present case, he said 77 that marginal spread of the

disease from local sources of infection is much more difficult to manage than long
distance movements, as there is a mix of controllable activities and uncontrollable
processes (e.g. groundwater movement) at play at these sites.
[112]

Dr van Eyndhoven described to us the current processes for bringing together a

national pest management plan (NPMP) concerning kauri dieback, although he could not
advise us what might enter it, as it is still at the start of its development process. He
believed the final form of the plan would be guided by the tests in the BA, the
requirements of the National Policy Direction for Pest Management 2015, and be shaped
by practicality, efficacy and efficiency considerations; also, that it would be applicable to
both public and private land .78
[113]

Dr van Eyndhoven told us that once established, the NPMP would be

administered by a Management Agency that is yet to be determined; also, that ongoing
monitoring and enforcement of the plan would be critical to its success, but those matters
are also yet to be determined.7 9
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EA van Eyndhoven, EIC, para 4.9.

78

EA van Eyndhoven, EIC, para 4.6.
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EA van Eyndhoven, EIC, paras 4.10 and 4.11.
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[114]

It is hoped that the NPMP might be available later this year and come into force

through an Order in Council most likely in late 2019 80 .
[115]

Meantime, other regulatory methods are in play to some degree, with Dr van

Eyndhoven expressing the opinion that no regulation on its own is likely to be successful
without considerable engagement and other enabling activities, such as developing
better tools to support compliance. 81 The BA provides a comprehensive toolkit for the
management of biosecurity risk, including that from established pests. He noted that the
kauri dieback Regulatory Tools Report 2015, which the Court has seen and cited above,
indicates there are benefits from kauri dieback management objectives, methods and
rules being embedded in RMA plans because it may be more efficient to have these
issues bundled with others for certain activity, such as earthworks. While he cautioned
against local authorities adopting bespoke rules that might undermine national
consistency 82 , he indicated that MPI was resource-constrained from initiating a National
Environmental Standard for kauri dieback in parallel with other work 83 . This seems a sad
indictment on agencies, especially at a time when this scourge is advancing at pace in
the North Island forests. As submitted by Mr Milne, Mr Green and others, the opportunity
to regulate in the present district plan should be seized as opportune.
[116]

MPI has made limited use of restricted place notices and controlled area notices

for the management of kauri dieback, 84 while the NPMP is being progressed . These are
being used in various places in the Waitakere and Hunua Ranges to complement forest
and track closures put in place by Auckland Council generally the controlled area notices
involve the setting up of hygiene stations. Early indications are that the notices have led
to higher hygiene station compliance rates, but further monitoring is required to determine
if this is a sustainable effect. MPI Has not yet decided if further notices will be issued prior
to the NPMP coming into force.85
[117]

In his conclusion , Dr van Eyndhoven indicated that findings in our present case

might be very helpful to MPI as part of the NPMP development process. He appeared
quite strongly to support the making of controls in RMA planning instruments, including

80

EA van Eyndhoven , EIC, para 4.5
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EA van Eyndhoven, EIC , para 6.1.
EA van Eyndhoven, para 6.3
Transcript, July 2018, p24ff.
Issued by a ChiefTechnical Officer under s 131 BA.
EA van Eyndhoven, EIC, para 5.5 and 5.6.
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specifically the Thames-Coromandel District Plan.86
Assessment

[118]

We reiterate that we have found that there is jurisdiction in the RMA to regulate

on these matters, such being complementary to other regulatory methods, primarily
under the BA. As urged on us by several witnesses, the kauri tree is of stand-out
importance in the wonderful flora that New Zealand is blessed with. As a result, it
understandably plays a part in domestic and international tourism initiatives and activities
in the upper half of the North Island. It is regrettable that efforts by agencies to combat
the spread of kauri dieback.have only recently taken on any significant urgency, as the
ravaging effects of the disease on these notable trees has become more advanced and
visually obvious in forests in the Northland and Auckland regions.
[119]

It might simply be a matter of luck that it has not yet taken as much of a hold in

forests on the Coromandel Peninsula, but in view of the advice to us by the scientific
witnesses that visual signs take time to emerge, that observation might actually be unduly
optimistic.
[120]

A quite impassioned statement by Dr Horner at the end of our hearing last

November, paints a stark picture: 87
Sir, I'd like to just make a point and urge everybody in their deliberations
between now and February to actually make an effort to visit a kauri forest that
has got die back, because I think it will be quite sobering, and help to bring home
what is at stake here.

[121]

At the conclusion of our July hearing, we announced orally, an indication that our

deliberations had reached the stage where we would direct inclusion of rules in the
District Plan; encouragement of voluntary steps would not be enough in the
circumstances which we have now described in this decision.
[122]

This disease is not waiting around. It is a terrible reality, having marked effects on

northern North Island forests. We agree with Mr Whaley, Dr van Eyndhoven, and others,
that regulation in District Plans is not only desirable; it is necessary. We also accept that
there can be no one silver bullet, but that various agencies must take steps within their
respective areas of jurisdiction or influence. That said, we express real concern that to
date there has been mostly talk, and not enough "do". The issues with this pathogen are

•;
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serious and urgent. It is not an answer to say that understanding the science around the
disease is in its infancy, and there is no cure in sight yet. Steps should at least be taken,
and urgently, to minimise the spread of the scourge as far as reasonably possible, while
the search for a cure or means of scientific control continue.
[123]

At the end of the July hearing we set the parties the task of providing us with

alternative versions of rules to appear in the District Plan. Those have been filed in recent
days, and appear to call for some detailed consideration by us. It is possible that we will
have one of our panel members conduct a professional workshop to further refine them
before we issue a decision about the detail of them. We note as well that the material
filed this week contains information from Ms Resl concerning assessment of matters for
the purposes of s32AA RMA. We will attend to s32 and s32AA matters in our next
decision.
[124]

Another question occurs to us that we ask parties to consider in the next stage.

We find ourselves wondering whether "3 times the radius of the canopy drip line of a
kauri" is too conservative, and whether "a distance out from the base of the trunk
equivalent to (say) twice the height of the tree", might be more effective. Two reasons
occur to us (and there might be others). First, ground water movement through a forested
area can apparently carry the disease, and a greater spread for the control might seem
sensible because of this; secondly, kauri rickers have very narrow form compared to their
height once growing strongly upwards. We ask that the scientific witnesses consider this
issue and report through counsel soon. 88 At the very least, if the canopy measure is to
remain, the word "maximum" should probably be inserted, because tree canopies can be
irregular in shape.
[125]

In the meantime, the Director-General has urged us quite strongly to consider

using the provisions of s 293 RMA to direct the Council to take steps to introduce similar
provisions into the zones not covered by his appeal. The Council in a memorandum of
its counsel dated 23 July 2018, gently exhorts us to leave the matter to future variation
or plan change steps, suggesting that because it has diligently applied itself to the
resolution of a large number of appeals on the proposed plan, the Court could have
confidence that it will do the same with any such further instruments. It expressed
concern at the possible administrative burden arising from the likely need to identify and

88

While at first blush, the D-G appeal might seem to limit the jurisdiction to the "3 times .. .", the submission

on which it was founded, is rather more general, and not similarly limiting. A simple amendment to the appeal
by consent might bring the broader relief sought by the submission into play.
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then notify every person with an interest in land in any of the zones not covered by DOC's
appeal.
[126]

The Court will often be guided by the preference of a respondent council in this

regard. However, on this occasion, on the evidence described in this decision, we are
concerned that the problem is serious and urgent. We also consider that the
administrative burden arising from the use of s 293 is not likely to be significantly greater
than consulting on and progressing any variation or plan change.
[127]

We direct that the Council consult the other parties to this appeal on processes

that could be undertaken under s 293, and report as soon as possible to the Court,
hopefully with the support of the other parties, particularly the Appellant and Waikato
Regional Council. We would be assisted if the council would, after these consultations,
file a memorandum similar to that which it filed in the Coastal Environment and Natural
Character appeals in the current review 89 , which that hearing panel found very helpful.
[128]

Naturally, costs are reserved at this point.

For the court:

LJ Newhook
Principal Environment Judge

I
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Introduction

1.1

The issues and the application to strike out

[1]

A jurisdictional issue has arisen in an appeal lodged by Tussock Rise Limited

("TRL") against the Queenstown Lakes District Council's decisions on "Stage 1" of what
is called the Proposed District Plan ("PDP"). The Council has applied under section
279(4) of the Resource Management Act 1991 ("the RMA" or "the Act") to strike out the
relief sought by TRL in this appeal.

[2]

The stated grounds for the Council's application are that1 :
(a)

the relief sought does not satisfy the prerequisites of subclauses 14(1) and (2) of
Schedule 1 of the RMA, in that the relief does not relate to a provision or matter either
included in, or excluded from, the Council's decisions on Stage 1 of the PDP, and
that the submission by Tussock Rise was not 'on' Stage 1; and

Notice of motion seeking strike out of appeal dated 2 November 201 8 at [1.1].

3
(b)

as a result, the Tussock Rise appeal discloses no reasonable or relevant case,
amounts to an abuse of process and is frivolous or vexatious in the sense that it lacks
the requisite jurisdiction.
[italics added]

In fact, the case put forward by the Council at the hearing was confined to the italicised
words: whether TRL's appeal was 'on' the relevant parts of the PDP .

[3]

Reflection on the case has thrown up some rather unusual facets of the Council's

district plan review which may have implications for the Council's application. First, the
"proposed district plan" is at law a series of plan changes to the operative district plan
("ODP"); second, it is unclear what provisions2 of the ODP are proposed to be replaced
by the PDP; third, now that most of the hearings on Topics 1 and 2 (Strategic Issues) of
"Stage 1" of the PDP have been heard, there is as yet minimal evidence that the guiding
strategic objectives of the PDP have ever been tested under section 32 RMA against the
provisions they are (presumably) replacing in Section 4 (District-wide provisions) of the
District Plan . Fourth, the Council is not proposing to amend the industrial provisions of
the ODP despite the fact that they appear to be inconsistent with the National Policy
Statement on Urban Development Capacity ("NPS-UDC'')3.

[4]

Those difficulties with the review process and their relevance to the Council's

application will be elaborated on below.

1.2

The steps leading to the appeal

[5]

The proceeding relates to a block of land now owned by TRL at the end of Connell

Terrace, Wanaka being Lot 3 DP 417191 (Otago Registry) 4 ("the site"). TRL is successor
to the Gordon Family Trust, the original submitter in relation to the site.

[6]

On 17 April 2014 the Council resolved 5 to review parts of the ODP under section

79(1) RMA.

[7]

"Stage 1" of a proposed district plan was notified in August 2015. The public

2

See 79(1) RMA.
See Bunnings Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council (201 9] NZEnvC 59 at (46].
The notice of appeal records Lot 2 DP 4 77622 but all other relevant documentation has it as stated
here. I suspect an error in the notice.
Memorandum of counsel for Queenstown Lakes District Council dated 26 April 2019 lodged in
Upper Clutha Environmental Society Incorporated v Queenstown Lakes District Council (ENV-201 8CHC-56).
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4

5

4

notification commenced:
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED QUEENSTOWN LAKES DISTRICT PLAN
(STAGE 1)

The Council has completed the first stage of the District Plan review and is now notifying the
Proposed Queenstown Lakes District Plan (Stage 1) for public submission pursuant to
Schedule 1 Clause 5 of the RMA.

There are many differences between the current Operative District Plan and the Proposed
District Plan. The Proposed District Plan affects all properties in the District and may affect
what you and your neighbours can do with your properties. You should take a look to see
what it means for you.

In summary, some of the key substantive changes include:

•

A new Strategic Direction chapter that sets out the overall approach to ensuring the
District's sustainable management in an integrated manner.

•

An Urban Development chapter that sets out a growth management direction for the
District, and introduction of Urban Growth Boundaries around urban areas.

•

A Landscape chapter that sets out how development affecting the District's valued
landscapes will be managed - including the mapping of lines that identify Outstanding
Natural Landscapes and Features.

[8]

The notice was, I assume, sent to all ratepayers and residents of the District under

clause 6(1A) Schedule 1 RMA and also published in local newspapers.

It may be

important that the public notice records that the PDP " ... affects all properties in the
District".

[9]

After providing further detail about the proposed plan, how to view it and make

submissions on it, the public notification concluded:
The closing date for submissions is Friday 23 October 2015.

What happens next?

After submissions close:

•

we will prepare a summary of decisions requested by submitters and publicly notify
the availability of this summary and where the summary and full submissions can be
inspected;

5
•

people who represent a relevant aspect of the public interest or have an interest
greater than the interest of the general public may make a further submission, in the
prescribed form within 10 working days of notification of the summary of decisions
sought, supporting or opposing submissions already made;

•

a copy of the further submission must also be served on the Council and the person
who made the original submission;

•

submitters may speak in support of their submission(s) at a hearing if they have
indicated in their submission that they wish to be heard;

•

following the hearing the Council will give notice of its decision on the Proposed
District Plan and matters raised in submissions, including its reasons for accepting or
rejecting submissions;

•

every submitter then has the right to appeal the decision on the Proposed District
Plan to the Environment Court.

Want more info or help understanding the proposals?

Visit www.qldc.govt.nz/proposed-district-plan to find a range of fact sheets and diagrams to
help you understand some of the more technical parts of the Proposed District Plan.
A duty policy planner will also be available every workday until submissions close. Call 03
441 0499 (Queenstown) or 03 443 0024 (Wanaka).

This notice is in accordance with clause 5 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act
1991.

[10]

I note that while the Council purports to be acting under section 79(1) RMA so

that Stage 1 is in effect a plan change to the ODP, Stage 1 reads as if it is a full review
under section 79(4) RMA. That explains some of the submissions forTRL as I will explain
later.

[11]

For the Upper Clutha Basin, the Low Density Residential zone in eastern Wanaka

is shown on Map 23 - Wanaka Rural - of the notified PDP. A copy is annexed marked
"A". The attached "Legend" shows that:

•

the beige colour describes "Low Density Residential";

•

the dark blue colour describes "Industrial B zone (operative)".

The site is dark blue (i.e. it is "Industrial B zone (operative)") with a beige area adjacent
and to the west.

6

[12]

There is no explanation on Map 23 of what an operative zone is. To understand

that, one has to turn to a different Legend at the start of the volume of planning maps.
That page contains six columns. The first column is headed "Operative Plan". A note at
the top of the first column reads:
Operative Plan
Operative zones are shown across sites that are not being reviewed in Stage 1 of the District
Plan Review, or where the Zone has been specifically reserved for review in Stage 2.

The Council relied on that "note" as advice to the public that parts of the "operative plan"
were not the subject of "Stage 1" of the PDP. The note is troubling for two reasons. One
is that it is so small - how were readers of the plan to know its importance? Second, the
words are not on the notified Map 23 which has its own legend (which does not refer to
any note).

[13]

The Gordon Family Trust wished to respond to Map 23 of the notified PDP. Its

original submission6 is dated 23 October 2015. After giving contact details and identifying
the site, the submission states (relevantly):
Specific provisions / of the proposal that my submission relates to are:
1.

The proposal to zone part of the Submitters' land shown on Proposed Planning Map
21 located off Gordon Road and Connell Terrace Wanaka, which is legally described
as Lot 3 Deposited Plan 4171 91 Wanaka (the "Submitters' Land"), Industrial B zone.

2.

The proposal to make all subdivision applications a Discretionary Activity.

My submission is / include whether you support or oppose the specific provisions or wish to
have them amended; and the reasons for your views.
1.

I oppose the proposed zoning of the Submitters' land in part as Industrial B.

2.

I oppose the proposal to classify all applications for subdivision consent a
Discretionary Activity.

I seek the following from the local authority ...
1.

That part of the Submitters' land be rezoned as Low Density Residential (as per the
attached plan).

2.

That subdivision of land zoned Low Density Residential be a Controlled Activity.

[14]

The Council's 7 notified summary of submissions stated (relevantly):

6

Given reference no. 395 by the Council.
Under clause 7 Schedule 1.

7

7
Point Number

395.1

Provision:

138-7 Low Density Residential

Position:

Oppose

Summary of

Opposes the Industrial B zoning of that part of the Submitters' land

Submission:

descri bed as Lot 3 DP 417191 and as shown on the plan attached to this
submission and submits that it be rezoned Low Density Residential.

Point Number

395.2

Position:

Oppose

Summary of

Opposes the Industrial B zoning of that part of the Submitters' land

Submission:

described as Lot 3 DP 417191 and as identified on the plan attached to

Provision:

?-Part Seven - Maps> 7.25-Map 23 - Wanaka

this submission and submits that it be rezoned Low Density Residential.

[15]

The Council's decision was received by TRL - which I infer, by then had an

interest in the land - on 4 May 2018. TRL appealed in June 2018. The notice of appeal
contests:
(a)

the zoning of the appellant's land at Connell Terrace, Wanaka, legally described as
[sic] Lot 2 Deposited Plan 4 776228

(b)

.. . ;

the determination of the Council that the appellant's submission seeking a rezoning
of the [site] from Industrial B Zone to Low Density Residential Zone was not part of
Stage 1 of the plan and subsequently no decision was made on the submission.

[1 6]

The stated reasons for the appeal are:
(a)

the land was included in the notified maps for Stage 1 of the plan and was noted as
being zoned "Industrial B (Operative)".

(b)

the residential zone provisions were also notified in Stage of the plan. For submitters
seeking residential zones for their properties they would have to submit as part of
Stage 1, being the same time the provisions of the residential zones were notified.

(c)

if they did not submit at that time this would create a vacu um whereby they potentially
could not seek a residential zoning for that land at subsequent stages of the plan,
given the provisions and zoning for residential land had already been decided as part
of Stage 1.

(d)

given (a)-(c) above it was not an option for the Council to come to the conclusion that
the submission was not on Stage 1 of the plan and to that end the decision was
unlawful.

8

See footnote 4 above.
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[17]

It appears that the Council has endeavoured to place the site beyond the scope

of its review. It now argues the court has no jurisdiction to consider TRL's appeal on
"Stage 1" of the PDP.

1.3

The section 32 analysis and the superior policy framework

[18]

Each notified chapter - or at least each general issue covered by "Stage 1" - was

accompanied by a section 32 evaluation report. These were not referred to at the
hearing, but they are public documents and are relevant as part of the context of this
proceeding . The most relevant reports 9 to this proceeding were those on "Strategic
Directions" (corresponding to Chapter 3 of the PDP) and on the "Low Density Residential"
zone. The section 32 evaluation report on the Low Density Residential describes the
rapid growth of the district and its effects on housing affordability. It makes no direct
assessment of development capacity. Its conclusion on that issue is one sentence 1°:
The Low Density zone generally retains its existing spatial extent, with a limited number of
specific new areas to be included within the zone - either to reflect the density of
development which has already occurred, or to include land with further housing potential
within urban growth boundaries.

I also note that the section 32 report does not say anything about the effect of demand
for residential land on the demand for industrial land or vice versa. Nor does the report
appear to consider that housing capacity could be provided from other existing zones,
e.g. Industrial.

[19]

The policy framework in higher order statutory instruments may not be relevant

to consideration of whether a submission or appeal is 'on' an isolated plan change with
its more defined geographical or legal limits. However, in my view the policies of any
relevant superior statutory instrument may be relevant to consideration of whether a
submission is on a provision 'in' a proposed plan change when further stages in the
review of an operative plan are contemplated.

[20]

I should not overlook either that there are challenged higher order provisions in

the (strategic) Chapter 3 of the PDP 11 . Thinking about those in relation to the application

9

10

11

These are all searchable online on the Council's website.
ERLD section 32 Report, p 12 (https://www.qldc.govt.nz/planning/district-plan/proposed-districtplan-stage-1/section-32-documents/).
And in Chapters 4-6 of the PDP to the extent that they include strategic objectives and policies also.
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before me, I have realised that there is potentially a problem with the way the Council
has gone about preparing its plan (changes) given that both the ODP and the PDP have
(very different) strategic chapters12 which set strategic objectives and policies for the
entire plan 13 . The difficulty is this: if there are changes to the (strategic) Chapter 3 of the
PDP as a result of appeals then there may of necessity need to be changes to
subsequent sections of the PDP. That suggests the Council's decision to notify other
sections of the PDP - or at least to decide the submissions on them - may have been
premature.
[21]

The court has looked at this type of problem surprisingly infrequently. The issue

did arise many years ago in Campbell v Christchurch City Counci/14 where I observed:
.. . It appears that changes to a plan (at least at objective and policy level) work in two
dimensions. First an amendment can be anywhere on the line between the proposed plan
and the submission. Secondly, consequential changes can flow downwards from whatever
point on the first line is chosen. This arises because a submission may be on any provision
of a proposed plan. Thus, a submission may be only on an objective or policy. That raises
the difficulty that, especially if:

(a)

a submission seeks to negate or reverse an objective or policy stated in the proposed
plan as notified; and

(b)

the submission is successful (that is, it is accepted by the local authority)

- then there may be methods, and in particular, rules, which are completely incompatible
with the new objective or policy in the proposed plan as revised. It would make the task of
implementing and achieving objectives and policies impossible if methods could not be
consequentially amended even if no changes to them were expressly requested in a
submission. The alternative - not to allow changes to rules - would leave a district plan all
in pieces, with all coherence gone.

[22]

I also pointed out the fairness issues that result15 :
The danger in the proposition that a change to an objective or policy may lead to changes in
methods - including rules which are binding on individual citizens - is that citizens may then
subsequently protest with some justification that they had no idea that a rule which binds
them could result from a submission on an objective.

12
13

14
15

Section 4 (District wide issues) ODP: Chapter 3 (Strategic directions) PDP.
This may be slightly inaccurate for the PDP because parts of the ODP are not to be reviewed but
somehow incorporated into the PDP.
Campbell v Christchurch City Council [2002) NZRMA 332 at [20).
Campbell v Christchurch City Council above n 14 at [21).
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An answer would appear to be to resolve the strategic section of a district plan first,
including appeals, and only then to continue with reviewing other sections.

Perhaps

jurisdictional challenges on later chapters of the PDP should have been deferred until
Chapter 3 is settled.

[23]

A more authoritative, but with respect abstract, analysis of permissible

consequential changes was given in the High Court's decision in Albany North
Landowners v Auckland Council ("Albany North ''). I discuss this case below 16 .

[24]

It may not be illegal for the Council to adopt the process it has. However, the

process certainly has implications as to fairness both to landowners such as TRL in this
case and to other unknown persons potentially affected.

For example, some

consideration of an appeal on Chapter 3 of the PDP may show that the strategic
objectives or policies concerning urban development may need to be altered to give effect
to the NPS-UDC referred to above and discussed later. That in turn could mean that
TRL's submission and notice of appeal become directly17 on Stage 1 of the PDP.

2.

The law and the issues

2.1

Preparation and renewal of district plans

[25]

Since the PDP was notified in 201 5 the relevant form of the RMA is at the last

amendment, i.e. the Resource Management Amendment Act 2013.

The Resource

Legislation Amendment Act 2017 does not apply.

[26]

District plans are prepared under section 73 RMA. This states (relevantly):
73

Preparation and change of district plans

(1)

There shall at all times be one district plan for each district prepared by the territorial
authority in the manner set out in Schedule 1.

(1 A)

A district plan may be changed by a territorial authority in the manner set out in
Schedule 1.

(1B)

A territorial authority given a direction under section 25A(2) must prepare a change
to its district plan in a way that implements the direction.

(2)

Any person may request a territorial authority to change a district plan, and the plan
may be changed in the manner set out in Schedule 1.

16

Albany North Landowners v Auc/(/and Council (2017] NZHC 138.

17

E.g. under clause 16A RMA.

11
(3)

A district plan may be prepared in territorial sections.

18

The Council now claims 19 that Stage 1 of the review was confined " ... to the territorial
area notified", so section 73(4) RMA, which states that a proposed plan (or change) may
be " .. . prepared in territorial sections", has some importance.

[27]

"Proposed plan" is defined separately in section 43AAC RMA. That states:
43AAC Meaning of proposed plan

(1)

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, proposed plan(a)

means a proposed plan, a variation to a proposed plan or change, or a change
to a plan proposed by a local authority that has been notified under clause 5
of Schedule 1; and

(b)

includes a proposed plan or a change to a plan proposed by a person under
Part 2 of Schedule 1 that has been adopted by the local authority under clause
25(2)(a) of Schedule 1.

(2)

Subsection (1) is subject to section 868 and clause 10(5) of Schedule 1.

The four ways of replacing an operative plan

[28]

There are (at least) four ways that an operative district plan under the RMA may

be replaced in whole or part:

(1)

preparation of a new proposed plan under Schedule 1;

(2)

by way of full review under s 79(4) RMA;

(3)

by plan change under s 79(1) to (3) RMA;

(4)

by privately initiated plan change under Schedule 1.

The fourth is not relevant here and I say no more about it.

[29]

The first is by preparation of a new (proposed) plan under Schedule 1 to the Act,

without reference to any operative district plan. The RMA does not contain a specific
reference to any general relationship between such a new plan and the previously
operational plan. Rather, Schedule 1 simply specifies how a new plan is commenced by

18
19

Sections 73(4) and (5) relate to giving effect to a regional policy statement and so are not relevant
here.
Memorandum of counsel for QLDC dated 26 April 2019 at [15].

12
2

preparation of2° a provisional plan, followed by consultation21 , inclusion of2 designations
in operative plans, notification 23 etc. The relationship between the new plan and the old
plan is specified indirectly by clause 20 Schedule 1, which empowers the local authority
to publicly notify the date on which the new plan is to become operative. Implicitly, the
old plan lapses at that date. In fact, there are specific provisions in subpart 7 of Part 5 of
the RMA as to the legal effects of rules, so that rules " ... must be treated as operative" at
an earlier date if, for example, there are no submissions in opposition or appeals filed

24

.

In that case, "any previous rule" (presumably a rule in an operative plan) is treated "as
inoperative"25 . In addition, rules in a proposed plan may have legal effect at an earlier
stage26 , but in that case they appear to apply alongside the operative plan so that two
resource consents may be required (although the position is quite obscure).

[30]

The second method by which an operative district plan, or parts of it, may be

replaced is by way of review under section 79(4) RMA. This method - the closest to
preparing an entirely new plan under Schedule 1 - is to conduct a full review of an
operative plan under section 79 RMA. This enables 27 a district council to review and
change its operative district plan section by section. "Section" [of the plan] is not defined
in the RMA, but in this context it means a "chapter" in the ODP rather than a "territorial
section", that is, a geographical area as referred to by section 73(3) RMA.

[31]

Section 79 RMA states:
79

Review of policy statements and plans

(1)

A local authority must commence a review of a provision of any of the following
documents it has, if the provision has not been a subject of a proposed policy
statement or plan, a review, or a change by the local authority during the previous 10
years:

(2)

(a)

a regional policy statement:

(b)

a regional plan:

(c)

a district plan.

If, after reviewing the provision, the local authority considers that it requires alteration,
the local authority must, in the manner set out in Parts 1, 4, or 5 of Schedule 1 and

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

Clause 2(1) Schedule 1 RMA.
Clauses 3 et ff RMA.
Clause 4 Schedule 1 RMA: this is notable for containing the only reference to a "new district plan"
in all of Schedule 1.
Clause 5 Schedule 1.
Section 86F{1)(a) RMA.
Section 86F(1) RMA includes the phrase " ... (and any previous rule as inoperative) ... ".
Sections 86B and 860 RMA.
Section 79(4) RMA.
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this Part, propose to alter the provision.
(3)

If, after reviewing the provision, the local authority considers that ii does not require
alteration, the local authority must still publicly notify the provision-

(4)

(a)

as if it were a change; and

(b)

in the manner set out in Parts 1, 4, or 5 of Schedule 1 and this Part.

Without limiting subsection (1), a local authority may, at any time, commence a full
review of any of the following documents it has:

(c)
(5)

a district plan.

In carrying out a review under subsection (4), the local authority must review all the
sections of, and all the changes to, the policy statement or plan regardless of when
the sections or changes became operative.

(6)

If, after reviewing the statement or plan under subsection (4), the local authority
considers that it requires alteration, the local authority must alter the statement or
plan in the manner set out in Parts 1, 4, or 5 of Schedule 1 and this Part.

(7)

If, after reviewing the statement or plan under subsection (4), the local authority
considers that it does not require alteration, the local authority must still publicly notify
the statement or plan-

(8)

(a)

as if it were a proposed policy statement or plan; and

(b)

in the manner set out in Parts 1, 4, or 5 of Schedule 1 and this Part.

A provision of a policy statement or plan, or the policy statement or plan, as the case
may be, does not cease to be operative because the provision, statement, or plan is
due for review or is being reviewed under this section.

(9)

The obligations on a local authority under this section are in addition to its duty to
monitor under section 35.

[32]

In effect section 79 RMA broadly allows for two types of plan review:

(a)

a full review of the sections of (or plan changes to) an entire district plan
under section 79(4); or

(b)

review of a "provision" (or provisions) of a district plan as set out in section
79(1) ("partial review").

[33]

The partial review under section 79(1) to (3) RMA is the third way of replacing (at

least in part) the provisions of an operative district plan.

The principal differences

between a standard one-off plan change (e.g. adding some objectives, policies and
methods or simply methods to an operative plan) and a section 79(1) to (3) review are
the compulsory nature of the latter, and its review of specific provisions (or sets of
provisions) in the operative plan. The fourth method is by a private plan change under
section 73 and Schedule 1 to the RMA.
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What is meant by "provision" in section 79(1)?

[34]

Provision seems to include an objective (see section 32).

At first sight a

"provision" in a plan is different from a "section" (which loosely corresponds to a "chapter"
or (possibly) a "territorial section" under section 73(3) RMA). In her memorandum of 26
April 2019 Ms Hockly submitted that " ... the differing use of language in section 79(1)
compared to section 79(4) ... is not intended to indicate any distinction between the
different types of review" 28 . That leaves the question "then why did Parliament use
different language?"
[35]

The standard view is that different language is unusually intended to convey a

distinction in meaning. Another set of paired provisions is sections 12 and 13 of the RMA.
Section 12 refers to several restrictions in the coastal marine area. It states (relevantly):
12

Restrictions on use of coastal marine area

(1)

No person may, in the coastal marine area, (c)

(2)

No person may ...

(b)

(4)

disturb any foreshore or seabed (including by excavating, drilling ... ) ...

remove any sand, shingle, shell or other natural material from that area.

In this Act,(b)

remove any sand, shingle, shell, or other natural material means to take
any of that material. .. (so that] the holding of a resource consent, a licence or
profit

a prendre to do so would be necessary.

Section 12 covers both disturbance of the seabed and removal of the material
"disturbed".

[36]

In contrast, section 13 reads more simply:
13

Restriction on certain uses of beds of lakes and rivers

(1)

No person may, in relation to the bed of any lake or river,-

(b)

28

excavate, drill, tunnel, or otherwise disturb the bed; ...

Queenstown Lakes District Council memorandum dated 26 April 2019 at (15).
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There is no equivalent to section 12(4) RMA. Section 13 is silent about removal from the
area of the material "disturbed" (by excavation or otherwise) from the river or lake bed.

[37]

In Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete Limited v Canterbury Regional Council

("Ready Mix (EC)") 29 I wrote30 :
Section 13, while it refers to excavation and other disturbance of the river bed, makes no
allowance for taking of gravel. That is a sharp and important contrast with section 12(4)(b)
of the RMA. The reason for that difference is that the removal of resources (such as gravel)
- which have previously been excavated - from the bed of a river or lake is controlled by
common law property rights as I discussed in Brook/ands Properties 2000 Limited v Road
Metals Company Limited31 . That is presumably why a resource consent under section 13 is
called a "land use consent"32 . That description shows that this section - like section 9 - is
designed to work with existing land law.

[38]

I refused to make a declaration about the priority of an application for disturbance

of the river bed and "all aspects of extraction of gravel" on the premise (inter alia) that
removal of gravel from riverbed was not covered by section 13 RMA because its wording
differed from section 12 RMA. Ready Mix (EC) was held to be wrong in Christchurch
Ready Mix Concrete v Canterbury Regional Council ("Ready Mix (HC)" 33 for some other
reason attributed to the Environment Court. So there may be some implicit authority for
the proposition that different wording in similar sections of the RMA is not meaningful
although Fogarty J's decision never referred to the distinction between sections 12 and
13 RMA. In my opinion Ready Mix (HC) should therefore be confined to its facts.

[39]

As I have said, the conventional view is that there is a statutory canon 34 (or at

least a rule of thumb) that a term used in a statute more than once is usually to be given
the same meaning throughout.

In New Zealand Breweries Limited v Auckland City

Corporation35 FB Adams J wrote (for the Court of Appeal):

29

Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete Limited v Canterbu,y Regional Council [2011) NZEnvC 195.

30

Ready Mix (EC) above n 29 at [29].
Brook/ands Properties 2000 Limited v Road Metals Company Limited C164/2007.

31
32

33
34

35

Section 87(a) RMA.
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete v Canterbu,y Regional Council (HC) Christchurch CIV 2011-4091501 at [28].
See Burrows and Carter (2015) Statute Law in New Zealand 5th edition, LexisNexis p 260.
New Zealand Breweries Limited v Auckland City Corporation [1952) NZLR 144 (CA) at 158 as
adopted in Elders New Zealand Limited v PGG Wrightson [2009) 1 NZLR 577 (SCNZ) at [30) per
McGrath L.
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While there is no general rule that the same meaning must be given to an expression in
every part of a statute . . . it is reasonable to suppose that the meaning will be same
throughout.

[40)

Burrows Statute Law in New Zealand (5th ed) cites that and other cases and

continues36 :
... there is a presumption that the drafter has used words consistently throughout the Act.
This presumption may have added strength when a word or expression is used many times
in the Act. "A 'pick and mix' approach to the single word 'offence' defies the normal approach
to interpretation". Likewise, it may be presumed that different expressions bear different
meanings. Contrasting different provisions is sometimes enlightening.37 However, like all
general rules of construction, these should not be "ridden too hard"; they are very far from
infallible.38

[41]

It is more difficult to find authority for the proposition that the same general formula

used with some different words is usually intended to have a different meaning but as
Burrows notes above that appears to be the logical converse to the first canon. I therefore

hold it is likely that "provision" includes "objective", "policy" and "method including a rule"
and may include an "issue"; on the other hand, "sections" in section 79(5) means whole
sets of "provisions" (or chapters) of operative plans. The difference is that section 79( 1)
appears to require a one-to-one correspondence between the provisions being altered
and the replacement provision, or at least that every provision being changed is identified.
In contrast, section 79(5) can simply replace an operative plan, chapter by chapter.

2.2

The contents of a district plan

[42]

A district plan must contain objectives, policies and rules (if any) 39 . It may contain

other matters.

[43]

There is a tendency these days to have an overarching strategic section in district

plans, setting objectives and policies to which other sections are more or less
subservient.

On the whole, that is a useful trend in that it assists in integrated

management of the district's resources by identifying the more important objectives of

36

37
38
39

Burrows and Carter (2015) Statute Law in New Zealand 5th edition, LexisNexis p 260,
Hawl<es Bay Hide Processors of Hastings v Commissioner of Inland Revenue [1 990] 3 NZLR 313
(CA).
Mayor of Wanganui v Whanganui College Board of Trustees (1906) 26 NZLR 1167 (CA).
Section 75(1) RMA.
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the plan. However, having such a chapter does lead, logically, to problems with preparing
plans in one swoop. In particular, how far can subsequent, subordinate sections of a
proposed plan be resolved until the strategic section is settled?

[44]

Questions of coherence have arisen here. In 2016 the question of consequential

changes arose in the report of the Independent Hearings Panel ("IHP") on the Auckland
Unitary Plan. The IHP wrote40 :
It is essential to the effectiveness of the Unitary Plan that it promotes the purpose of the
Resource Management Act 1991 in an integrated way.

As section 32 requires, the

appropriateness of objectives must be evaluated in terms of achieving that purpose; then
other provisions, being the policies, rules and other methods, must be evaluated in terms of
achieving the objectives. This vertical relationship of the Unitary Plan with the Resource
Management Act 1991 is repeated across all of the aspects of the environment in Auckland .
. . . This context means that amendments to support integration and to align provisions where
they are related could be in three dimensions4 1:
(i)

down through provisions to give effect to a policy change;

(ii)

up from methods to fill the absence of a policy direction; and

(iii)

across sections to achieve consistency of restrictions or assessments and the
removal of duplicate controls.
(Emphasis added)

With respect, the position described in (ii) is a case of the tail wagging the dog 42 . On
principle that seems wrong: objectives and policies should drive methods, not the other
way around.

[45]

That part of the IHP's report was appealed to the High Court. In Albany North 43

Whata J held that the IHP:

(e)

ldentif[ied] types of consequential change:
i.

Format/language changes;

ii.

Structural changes;

iii.

Changes to support vertical/horizontal integration and alignment, to give effect
to policy change, to fill the absence of policy direction, and to achieve

40

41
42
43

Auckland Unitary Plan IHP Report to Auckland Council - Overview of recommendations on the
proposed Auckland Unitary Plan, 22 July 2016, section 4.4.3.
I note that the dimensional metaphor is not as useful as first appears, since the IHP only describes
two lines in two dimensions ("up" and "down" are in one dimension).
Shaw v Selwyn District Council (NZEnvC) Decision C183/2000 at (27].
Albany Norlh above n 16 at (96].
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consistency of restrictions or assessments and the removal of duplicate
controls; and
iv.

Spatial changes, for example where a zone change for one property raises an
issue of consistency of zoning for neighbouring properties and creates
difficulty in identifying a rational boundary.

(f)

On changes supporting vertical integration, following a top down approach so that
consequential amendments to the plan to achieve integration with overarching
objectives and policies, which were drawn from higher level policy statements. Given
the logical requirement for a plan to function in this way, these changes would
normally be considered to be reasonably anticipated.

(h)

Assessed consequential changes in several dimensions, being:
i.

Direct effects: whether the amendment would be one that directly affects an
individual or organization such that one would expect that person or
organization to want to submit on it.

ii.

Plan context: how the submission of a point of relief within it could be anticipated
to be implemented in a realistic workable fashion; and

iii.

Wider understanding: whether the submission or points of relief as a whole
provide a basis for others to understand how such an amendment would be
implemented.
(Emphasis added, citations omitted)

[46]

The Environment Court observed of those decisions in Federated Farmers v

Mackenzie District Council (Eleventh Decision)44 :
It will be seen that the phrase "absence of policy direction" is used at [96](e)(i) but the full
phrase in the IHP report" .. . up from methods to fill the absence of a policy direction" is not
used by Whata J.
Whata J held that "[t]he IHP's integrated approach to scope noted at [96](a)(iv)(f) and (g)
accords ... more broadly with the orthodox top down and integrated approach to resource
management planning demanded by the RMA"45 . We accept (and are bound by) that.
However, we respectfully disagree with the IHP that methods can drive policies to fill a policy
vacuum. In our view the policies and rules should be driven from the top down. Policies are
to implement objectives and methods to give effect to policies. That is what the High Court
described as the orthodox approach and we can see no justification for departing from it.
Indeed, it seems to be the only principled approach: anything else would leave the RMA criticised for its open textured language as it already is - open to almost any application that
people want to give for their convenience: think of a rule that suits a special interest or the
Government and then write a policy to justify it.

44
45

Federated Farmers v Mackenzie District Council (Eleventh Decision) (2017] NZEnvC 53 at [1 76]
and (177].
Albany North above n 16 at (114].
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[47]

Those problems arose in relation to new plans. They are also meaningful, in my

view, on a partial review of an operative district plan for this reason. A partial review is
intended to be provision-by-provision. Of course, a territorial authority may choose to
review all the provisions of a section in a plan. If it chooses to review all the provisions
of a strategic chapter (e.g. Section 4 (District-wide) of the ODP of the QLDC) then the
Council cannot know in advance what subsequent sections of the ODP need to be
consequentially changed.
Implications for the "PDP"

(48]

All this has implications for the process followed by the Council. Its public notice

and PDP look like a "full review", and indeed a new plan has been prepared. That
suggests there has not been a provision-by-provision review despite the fact that the
documents quoted earlier show that the Council intended that. If there is intended to be
a provision-by-provision, or (since the singular includes the plural46 ) a set of provisions
by set of provisions review, then proposed Map 23 may be premature. The reason is
that if a top-down approach is to be followed then the provisions of Section 4 of the ODP
appear to need to be reviewed or changed.

(49]

Further, as I have observed, if a partial review of Section 4 (District-wide) of the

ODP was intended, the Council could not know which of the subsequent sections of the
ODP might or might not need to be changed until the review of Section 4 was complete.
There are two problems with this: first there is minimal mention of Section 4 of the ODP
in the section 32 Reports, and certainly no provision-by-provision 'review' as I have said.
The Hearing Commissioners did allude47 to evidence about Section 4 ODP, but their
discussions did not say why specific provisions or even the whole of Chapter 3 PDP
contained superior objectives to the ODP. Second, the Council has decided in advance
that the Industrial sections of the ODP would remain the same. In my view, it simply
could not do that until it knew whether Section 4 of the ODP was to be changed. It is
beyond the Council's powers under the scheme of its plan, and under section 79(1) to
(3) RMA to decide what subordinate (industrial) objectives and policies will remain in
place until it has decided what the strategic objectives and policies are to be changed,
and what are to remain. This, of course, has direct relevance to TRL's position, since it
is concerned about the industrial zoning of its land.

46
47

Section 33 Interpretation Act 1999.
QLDC Chapter 3, Report of the Hearing Commissioners at (751] to (1 107].
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2.3

Moving from submissions to appeals under Schedule 1 RMA

[50]

Once the local authority has chosen its method of giving effect to a review48 and

prepared a section 32 evaluation report, it must then follow the procedures set out in
Schedule 1 RMA. After a consultation process there is notification of the proposed district
plan to which interested parties may respond by lodging a submission. Clause 6(1) of
Schedule 1 states:
(1)

Once a proposed ... plan49 is publicly notified under clause 5, the persons described
in subclauses 2 to 4 may make a submission on it to the relevant local authority.
(emphasis added)

[51]

Clause 14(1) of Schedule 1, which confers a right of appeal, begins:
(1)

A person who made a submission on a proposed ... plan [change] may appeal ...
(emphasis added)

An appeal must be founded on a submission: Option 5 Inc v Marlborough District
Counci/50 ("Option 5'). The relief sought must be "fairly and reasonably" within the scope
of a submission: Countdown Properties (North/ands) Limited v Dunedin City Counci/51
(" Countdown").

[52]

If an appeal is within jurisdiction then the Environment Court must hear52 the

appeal. Although not referred to in Schedule 1, the Environment Court's primary powers,
duties and discretion are given in section 290 RMA. Complementing these, clause 15
Schedule 1 gives the court power to direct a local authority under section 293(1) RMA.
Section 293(1) and (2) state:
(1)

After hearing an appeal against, or an inquiry into, the provisions of any proposed
policy statement or plan that is before the Environment Court, the court may direct
the local authority to(a)

prepare changes to the proposed policy statement or plan to address any

(b)

consult the parties and other persons that the court directs about the changes:

(c)

submit the changes to the court for confirmation.

matters identified by the court:

48

49

50
51

52

Under section 79 RMA.
'Proposed Plan' includes a 'plan change': section 43AAC(1)(a) RMA.
Option 5 Inc v Marlborough District Council (HC) CIV 2009-406-144.
Countdown Properties (North/ands) Limited v Dunedin City Council (1994] NZRMA 127 (FC).
Clause 15(1) Schedule 1 RMA.
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(2)

The court(a)

must state its reasons for giving a direction under subsection (1); and

(b)

may give directions under subsection (1) relating to a matter that it directs to
be addressed.

When is a submission 'on' a plan change?

[53]

Despite the wording of the strike out application which referred to the

requirements of clause 14(1) and (2), the Council's actual argument referred to the
authorities on the introductory words of clause 14. Because plan changes are usually
circumscribed -

often very carefully -

by the party promoting them, a specific

jurisprudence has sprung up about when a submission is 'on' a plan change. The word
'on' comes from the introduction to clause 14 of Schedule 1 as quoted above. The leading
authorities on when a submission is on a variation or a plan change are Clearwater Resort
54

Limited v Christchurch City Council53 , Option 5 Inc v Marlborough District Counci/ which
emphasised 55 the need to consider the "scale and degree" of the alterations suggested
56

by the submission, and Palmerston North City Council v Motor Machinists Limited
("Motor Machinists").

[54]

In Motor Machinists K6s J summarised the relevant principles as follows:
[53]

... William Young J applied a bipartite test.

[54]

First, the submission could only fairly be regarded as "on" a variation "if it is addressed

to the extent to which the variation changes the pre-existing status quo". That seemed to
the Judge to be consistent with the scheme of the Act, "which obviously contemplates a
progressive and orderly resolution of issues associated with the development of proposed
plans".
[55]

Secondly, "if the effect of regarding a submission as "on" variation would be to permit

a planning instrument to be appreciably amended without real opportunity for participation
by those potentially affected", that will be a "powerful consideration" against finding that the
submission was truly "on" the variation. It was important that "all those likely to be affected
by or interested in the alternative methods suggested in the submission have an opportunity
to participate". If the effect of the submission "came out of left field" there might be little or
no real scope for public participation. In another part of paragraph [69] of his judgment
William Young J described that as "a submission proposing something completely novel".

53

Clearwater Reso,t Limited v Christchurch City Council (HC) Christchurch AP 34/02.

54

Option 5 above n 50.
Option 5 above n 50 at [42] and [43].
Palmerston Nolth City Council v Motor Machinists Limited [2013] NZHC 1290; [2014] NZRMA 519.

55
56
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Such a consequence was a strong factor against finding the submission to be on the
variation.

[55]

Motor Machinists also emphasised two features of the RMA relevant to those

tests: first the section 32 evaluation 57 and, second, the "robust, notified and informed
public participation"58 which is a theme of the RMA.

[56]

The High Court authorities have been applied by the Environment Court in a

number of cases. In We// Smart Investment Holdings (NZQN) Ltd v Queenstown Lakes

District Council ("Well Smarf') I observed that59 :
The Clearwater approach as explained by Motor Machinists now creates the situation that if
a local authority's section 32 evaluation is (potentially) inadequate, that may cut out the range
of submissions that may be found to be 'on' the plan change. While that does not seem fair
to the primary submitters, I must not overlook that it is the fairness to persons with an interest
greater than the public generally in the matters raised in a primary submission which I must
consider here. Simply because a local authority may have put forward what is possibly an
inferior section 32 evaluation at the initial step does not mean that a further wrong should be
done to interested persons by denying them the right to participate.

[57]

In that decision the court found that potential submitters were not given sufficient

notice by the combination of the [section 32] evaluation and the Council's summary.
recorded that60 :
It seems potentially unfair that the right of submitters to be heard should be strictly
circumscribed by the proponents of a plan change if [use of] those resources possibly should
be one of the other reasonably practicable options which should have been considered under
section 32 RMA ...

However, I felt bound by the High Court's decision in Motor Machinists and held that the
submission and appeal were beyond the scope of the plan change relating to Central
Queenstown.

[58]

In Bluehaven Management Limited v Western Bay of Plenty District Counci/6 1

("Bluehaven") Smith EJ and Kirkpatrick EJ (sitting together) took another approach. They

57
58
59
60
61

Motor Machinists above n 56 at [76].
Motor Machinists above n 56 at [77].
Well Smarl Investment Holding (NZQN) Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council [2015]
NZEnvC 214 at [38].
Well Smart above n 59 at [41].
Bluehaven Management Limited v Western Bay of Plenty District Council [2016] NZEnvC 191 .
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did not refer to Well Smart, but succinctly set out the principles in the High Court decisions
and then continued62 :
While accepting the usefulness of an approach which includes an analysis of the relevant
resource management issues in the form the Council is required to undertake pursuant to s
32 to comply with clause 5(1 )(a) of Schedule 1 to the Act, we respectfully consider that some
care needs to be taken in assessing the validity of a submission in those terms. As K6s J
expressly recognises, there is no requirement in the legislation for a submitter to undertake
any analysis or prepare an evaluation report in terms of s 32 when making a submission.
The extent and quality of an evaluation report under s 32 of the Act depends very much on
the approach taken by the relevant regional or district council in preparing it. As provided in
s 32A, a submission made under clause 6 of Schedule 1 may be based on the ground that
no evaluation report has been prepared or regarded or that s 32 or 32AA63 has not been
complied with.

[59]
follows

They summarised the role of the section 32 evaluation in the Clearwater tests as
64

:

Our understanding of the assessment to be made under the first limb of the test is that it is
an inquiry as to what matters should have been included in the s 32 evaluation report and
whether the issue raised in the submission addresses one of those matters. The inquiry
cannot simply be whether the s 32 evaluation report did or did not address the issue raised
in the submission. Such an approach would enable a planning authority to ignore as relevant
matter and thus avoid the fundamentals of an appropriately thorough analysis of the effects
of a proposal with robust, notified and informed public participation.

The court in Bluehaven then held that the section 32 evaluation in that case should have
considered the appellant's land so the fact that it did not (fully) was not a jurisdictional
bar to finding that the appellant's submission was beyond scope. This decision was
subsequently followed in Calcutta Farms Limited v Matamata-Piako District Counci/65 .

[60]

While Bluehaven66 raises similar concerns of injustice to submitters as mentioned

in Well Smart (thus raising questions whether a plan change (or variation) that is tightly
confined by a limited section 32 report may lead to an inefficient use of resources) it does

62

63

64
65

66

Bluehaven above n 61 at (34).
Since the coming into force of the Resource Management Amendment Act 2013 on 4 September
2013, a further evaluation in accordance with the requirements of section 32 may be required
pursuant to section 32AA of the Act for any changes made since the first evaluation report was
completed.
Bluehaven above n 61 at [39].
Calcutta Farms Limited v Matamata-Piako District Council (2018) NZEnvC 187.
Bluehaven above n 61.
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not deal with K6s J's fundamental point in Motor Machinists67 which is that if the section
32 report omits discussion of the alternative resources that the submitter wishes to refer
to, then other potential submitters may be prejudiced because they will neither be aware
of the alternative resources, nor of the evaluation of their use compared with that in the
plan change (and section 32 report). Bluehaven appears not to deal with the question of
fairness to persons who might have wished to lodge submissions (or on appeal give
evidence to the court).

[61]

In passing I note that one potential answer (in the Environment Court) to the

unfairness to submitters of a limited section 32 report would , in principle, be to declare

68

that section 32 has not been complied with. However, any such course is (probably)
precluded by section 32A which states that any challenge to a section 32 report may only
be made in a submission . This suggests that it might be a useful precaution, in most
submissions on a plan change, to allege that section 32 has not been properly complied
with because it has not identified other reasonably practicable options for achieving the
objectives.

Conclusions

[62]

There appears to be a large difference between the strict rules of engagement

prescribed by the High Court for submissions on plan changes and the much looser rules
for submissions on new (replacement) plans. Much of that difference can be understood
in the context of specific plan changes. For example, if a local authority wishes to change
a rule in a plan, submissions on the operative objectives and policies would be beyond
jurisdiction as not "on" the plan change. In contrast, on new plans almost everything may
be open to challenge as in Albany Norlh69 , although the strategic issues I have identified
do then often arise.

[63]

The courts have long recognised the complexities of the plan preparation process.

In Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society Inc v Southland District Council ("Forest and

Bird') Panckhurst J wrote70 :

67

Motor Machinists above n 56.

68

Under section 310 RMA.
Albany North above n 16 at [72).
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society Inc v Southland District Council [1997) NZRMA 408 (HC)
at p 10.

69
70
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The process of public notification, submissions, and hearing before the Council is quite
involved. Issues commonly emerge as a result of the participation of diverse interest and
the thinking in relation to such issues frequently evolves in the light of competing arguments.

Recognising that, Fisher J stated in Westfield (NZ) Limited v Hamilton City Council71

("Westfield'):
(72)

I agree that the Environment Court cannot make changes to a plan where the

changes would fall outside the scope of a relevant reference and cannot fit within the criteria
73

specified in ss 292 and 293 of the Act: see Applefields, 72 Williams and Purvis , and Vivid 74 .

(73)

On the other hand I think it implicit in the legislation that the jurisdiction to change a

plan conferred by a reference is not limited to the express words of the reference. In my
view it is sufficient if the changes directed by the Environment Court can fairly be said to be
foreseeable consequences of any changes directly proposed in the reference.

(74]

Ultimately, it is a question of procedural fairness. Procedural fairness extends to the

public as well as to the submitter and the territorial authority. Adequate notice must be given
to those who might seek to take an active part in the hearing before the Environment Court
if they know or ought to foresee what the Environment Court may do as a result of the
reference. This is implied in ss 292 and 293. The effect of those provisions is to provide an
opportunity for others to join the hearing if proposed changes would not have been within
the reasonable contemplation of those who saw the scope of the original.

[64]

Section 293 has been amended since then, and there is no direct power of

notification, only of consultation with persons who might be affected. The court has
power to direct the local authority to consult with both parties and other persons. The
Environment Court has also held that to achieve fairness to parties not before the court,
notification may be necessary: see Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc (Mackenzie

Branch) v Mackenzie District Councif'5 . I consider that section 293, recognising the
complexity of plan preparation, provides both a feedback loop and (potentially) a method
to remedy any procedural unfairness to persons not before the court.

2.4

The issues

[65]

The questions raised by the Council's application are whether TRL's appeal does

71

Westfield (NZ) Limited v Hamilton City Council (2004) NZRMA 556 (HC) at [72) to [74].
Applefields Ltd v Christchurch City Council [2003] NZRMA 1.
Williams and Purvis v Dunedin City Council C022/C002.
Re Vivid Holdings Ltd (1991) NZRMA 467.
Federated Farmers of New Zealand Inc (Mackenzie Branch) v Mackenzie District Council [2013)
NZEnvC 258 (Seventh Decision).

72

73
74

75
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comply with the requirements of subclauses 14(1) and (2) of Schedule 1 RMA. I find that
they do. Indeed, as I have recorded, at the hearing the Council did not maintain this line
of attack. Rather, the issues for determination in this procedural decision are:
(1)

whether the submission (and appeal) are "on" Stage 1 of the PDP?

(2)

what are the relevant procedural and superior policy contexts relevant to
the section 32 report?

(3)

is the procedure fair to third parties (potential cross-submitters)?

(4)

if the answer to (3) is no, are there potential remedies?

3.

Consideration

3.1

Is the appeal 'on' the plan change?

[66)

The Council says that this submission was not on the proposed plan, because

TRL's land was expressly excluded from consideration in Stage 1 of the PDP. In support
of that are two factors, first that the Note to Notification of Stage 1 of the PDP in the
introductory Legend to the maps which expressly states that areas identified as
"Operative Zone" are not being reviewed in Stage 1; secondly, that the Council may
prepare its new plan in "territorial sections"76 . The first point would be definitive unless
TRL can bring itself within the exception identified by K6s J in Motor Machinists77 :
Yet the Clearwater approach does not exclude altogether zoning extension by submission.
Incidental or consequential extensions of zoning changes proposed in a plan change are
permissible, provided that no substantial further section 32 analysis is required to inform
affected persons of the comparative merits of that change.

Such consequential

modifications are permitted to be made by decision-makers under Schedule 1, clause 10(2).
Logically they may also be the subject of submission.

Plainly, there is less risk of offending the second limb in the event that the further zoning
change is merely consequential or incidental, and adequately assessed in the existing
section 32 analysis ...

[67]

I hold that TRL can bring itself within the exception to some extent because its

land is immediately adjacent to the proposed Low Density Residential zone. On the other
hand, the Industrial B zone is not discussed in the section 32 analysis.

76
77

Section 73(3) RMA.
Motor Machinists above n 56 at (81] and (83].
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[68]

With regards to the second point as to the review by territorial sections, although

counsel did not argue initially this point, Ms Hockly submitted in her later (26 April 2019)
submissions that TRL's land was in a territorial section not being covered by Stage 1, in
an attempt to bring its "Stage 1" of the review within section 73(3) RMA. I would have
needed to receive fuller argument on this before deciding to rule out TRL's appeal on this
ground. The initial difficulties I see with Ms Hockly's argument are that:
(a)

as indicated earlier the "sections" in section 73(3) RMA are "territorial
sections" not "sections [of the plan]"78 i.e. the ODP, as referred to in section
79(5) RMA;

(b)

there is no indication in the public notification that the review of the ODP is
being conducted in territorial sections only that it is being carried out in
temporal stages;

(c)

the omission of the Industrial zone from the review raises problems under
the NPS-UDC as I elaborate on shortly.

[69]

For present purposes I consider that the site, because it is adjacent to the

proposed zone, comes within the consequential exception contemplated by K6s J.
3.2

The procedural and superior policy contexts

[70]

As I have recorded, the notified PDP looks like a completely new plan (minus

some parts which the Council seems to say it will carry over). TRL's submission and
appeal have responded to that view of the PDP. That approach is justified by the
statement in the public notification that the PDP "affects all properties in the District".

[71]

A concern here is that the Council has not undertaken a provision-by-provision

review as required by section 79(1) RMA.

At first sight the Council has not even

undertaken a section-by-section review, let alone a provision-by-provision review of the
ODP but has simply drafted a new district plan without reference to the ODP.
[72]

For a plan change under a section 79(1 )-(3) to be valid, I would expect that:

(1)

each provision in Section 4 ODP which is being changed to be identified;
and

78

With respect to the Parliamentary draftsperson the word "section" is suffering from overuse in
sections 73 and 79 and different synonyms might usefully be substituted.
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(2)

that each objective in Section 4 of the ODP being changed by the PDP
corresponds to at least one objective in the PDP; that is, the set (or domain)
of the Section 4 ODP's provisions being changed is injective with the
provisions of the set (or co-domain) which is the (strategic) objectives of the
PDP.

If the relationship between the ODP and PDP is not injective, then there will be objectives
in Section 4 ODP which are not being changed. However, the PDP is completely silent
on these issues.

[73]

The implication of all this for the validity of the PDP as a whole are not for me to

determine. However, since Chapter 3 of the PDP has not yet been determined as having
"the most appropriate objectives", then all consequential implementing sections and
provisions must logically be indeterminate at present.

[74]

The whole process adopted by the Council appears to be contradictory and

confused, so there are discretionary issues I should consider later.

(75]

As I have indicated there are also further complications with the superior policy

context of the review of the ODP. The establishment of objectives and policies to "ensure
that there is sufficient development capacity in respect of housing and business land to
meet the expected demands of the district" is a new function 79 of territorial authorities
introduced by the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017. That is not applicable to
this proceeding, but similar issues are raised by both the NPS-UDC which may apply to
appeals on the PDP, and by the new Otago Regional Policy Statement which does apply.

[76]

Since relatively flat (developable) land which is not valued for its rural landscape

qualities (or as an outstanding natural landscape) is in relatively short supply in the
Queenstown Lakes district, whether that land is used for housing or business (including
industrial) or rural activities is a crucial issue. If a neighbour to a proposed residential
zone submits that its land (however zoned in the ODP) should also be part of the
proposed residential zone, then the Council's important integrated management function
suggests that issue should be considered (and possibly resolved) sooner rather than
later. It is an example of the kind of consequential "spatial change" identified by Whata J

79

Section 3 1(1)(aa) RMA.
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in Albany North 80. At least the issues raised by TRL should not be ruled out of Stage 1
as a jurisdictional matter in limine.
[77]

While the court must accept that at present the Industrial Zones are not part of

the 'very large plan change'81 constituted by the PDP, the Environment Court recently
observed in Bunnings Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Counci/82 ("Bunnings') that
the Industrial provisions in the ODP appear to be inconsistent with the NPS-UDC so it
may be that the Council or, on the appeals, the court under section 293 may find it
necessary to review those chapters of the ODP also.

3.3

Is allowing the appeal to proceed fair to persons not before the court?

[78]

The Council's strikeout is unfair to TRL as landowner. It is being left out of a

hearing that it has consistently said it wants to be part of (to resolve the boundaries of
the residential and industrial (or other) zones in this locality). It is not a fair or complete
answer to say (as the Council does), that when the (operative) industrial zone is the
subject of a subsequent stage, TRL can seek residential zoning then. The difficulty with
that course is that the crucial arguments as to allocation of land with development
capacity to either Residential or Industrial zoning, under the NPS-UDC may have already
been resolved at the first stage.
[79]

However, I also accept Ms Hockly's submission that the dominant consideration

in relation to fairness must be the question of fairness to persons not before the court.
Ms Hockly relied on the variation/plan change authorities - C/earwater83 and Motor
Machinists 84

-

particularly the statement by K6s J in the latter that "to override the

reasonable interests of people and communities by a submissional side-wind would not
be robust, sustainable management of natural resources"85 .

[80]

Mr Gresson submitted that Motor Machinists86 is much less relevant to the

jurisdictional issue on a "full review" of a plan and the resultant proposed new plan. That
is, first, because on a full review all issues have to be the subject of analysis under section

80
81

82

Albany North, above n 16 at [96](e)(iv).
Report 1 of the Independent Commissioners 28 March 2018 at [31).
Bunnings Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council above n 3 at [46).

83

Clearwater Resort Limited v Christchurch City Council above n 53.

84

Motor Machinists above n 56.
Motor Machinists above n 56 at [82).
Motor Machinists above n 56.

85

86
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32 RMA at some time. Second, section 32, as relied on by the High Court in Motor
Machinists67, has been replaced since that decision was issued. Third, a new section

32AA has been added which adds an obligation for a "further evaluation" of "changes"
(which are not "plan changes") to the PDP as a result of submissions. However, while
as I have noted the PDP looks like Stage 1 of a full review, the Council has now produced
its resolutions stating that its review was under section 79(1) RMA, not a full review under
section 79(4) of the Act. Accordingly, Mr Gresson's argument cannot succeed on this
point.
[81]

A further argument for the Council was that the "Note" in the Legend for the

planning maps may have suggested to persons interested in the use of TRL's site, that
questions of the industrial zoning of the site would be left for a subsequent stage of the
plan review. A member of the public might have looked at the summary of submissions
and, on that basis, decided to lodge a cross-submission88 only to decide it was not
necessary on checking the note. However, why anyone would look at the initial Legend,
when there is a separate legend on each planning map (including Map 23) of the PDP is
an awkward question for the Council.
[82]

If I proceed on the rather unlikely assumption that a reader of Map 23 of the PDP

will find the "Note" on the general legend, and if a hearing is allowed to proceed in the
Environment Court then a third party may have been left without an opportunity to be
heard. That is a concern. However, there may be remedies as I discuss below.

3.4

Are there potential remedies?

[83]

First, I consider that the understanding of any third party reading the Note to the

Council's Legend is subject to an implicit proviso that a submission (under clause 6
Schedule 1 RMA) may seek to amend the boundaries of the proposed zone in the PDP.
That is within the limited exception identified in Motor Machinists69 . Further, in this case
all the submissions, the Council's summary of decisions sought, and the notice of appeal
are clear that TRL seeks a (low density) residential zone for the site. I do not see anything
unfair, inaccurate or misleading about the summary90 . I hold that it is fair notice to the
public of the issues raised by TRL.

87

Motor Machinists above n 56.

88

Under clause 8 Schedule 1 RMA.
Motor Machinists above n 56.
See Re Montgomery Spur (1999) 5 ELRNZ 227 at (EnvC) at [15].

89
90
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[84]

A further course open to the Council, if concerned about fairness to neighbours

or the wider public, would be to promote a (neutral) variation under clause 16A Schedule
1 RMA (proposing to include the site without supporting it) so that neighbours of TRL's
land and the public are notified about its aspirations and may make submissions on them.
But even without that a hearing of the TRL appeal can be managed in a way that is fair
to persons not present before the court.

[85]

If, after hearing the merits, the Environment Court agrees that third parties have

(or would) be further prejudiced - either by a potential rezoning of the site to (low density)
residential or by the loss of an industrial zoning - then the court can adjourn the final
decision about TRL's land to the "industrial" stage hearing or (more accurately) to the
hearing about land (including the site) which happens to be zoned industrial under the
superseded ODP. If that occurs, then at least TRL has been heard from the beginning
and there is an improved probability of an integrated approach being taken in relation to
the conflict between residential and industrial uses for a limited land area from which to
provide for development capacity, and second the notional third party will also have an
opportunity to be heard.

[86]

Fair treatment of third parties and the public could be further enhanced by

ensuring that neighbours of the site are expressly notified of TRL's proposed change in
zoning when public notice of the relevant stage of the PDP dealing with industrial land in
general and the site in particular is given.

[87]

An alternative (or indeed an additional) step might be for the court to direct

consultation (and/or notification) under section 293 RMA.

Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Counci/9 1

( " Mt

I note that in Mt Christina

Christina") Hassan EJ stated that:

" ... it would be improper for the court to tolerate a jurisdiction[al] breach in order to
position the court to later make section 293 directives". The reference to "position[ing]"
the Environment Court to give directions under section 293 RMA is difficult to understand
since section 293 is one of only two substantive powers the court has when hearing an
appeal under clause 14 of Schedule 1. Indeed section 293 is the only power expressly
conferred on such an appeal. The other power - and the one usually, if only implicitly,
relied on by the Environment Court - is the general power on appeals conferred by
section 290 RMA.

91

Mt Christina Limited v Queenstown Lakes District Council [2018] NZEnvC 190 at [20].
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[88]

Further, since the jurisdictional breach being considered on this type of

application is not direct92 , but indirect (the effect of a submission on persons not before
the court) it seems desirable, indeed necessary, to leave open consideration by the court
of its substantive powers since they confer an opportunity to remedy any unfairness to
'third parties'.
[89]

Consequently I do not think it is improper for the court to bear in mind, when

deciding a jurisdictional question about the scope of an appeal, that there is a possibility
that the Environment Court which hears the merits of the appeal may make orders under
section 293 to remedy unfairness to persons not currently before the court. In my
respectful view, Mt Christina does not recognise the complexities of the plan preparation
process. I prefer to follow Westfield93 in considering and leaving open the possibility of
action under section 293 RMA as a relevant consideration when considering indirect
jurisdictional issues.

[90]

I am encouraged in that conclusion by consideration of the following uncertainties,

in the past and current process:
•

whether the whole process is intra vires as a section 79(1) "provision" by
"provision" review;

•

the fact that the strategic Chapter 3 PDP is not yet resolved with all the
possible consequences and uncertainties for subordinate (non-strategic)
objectives, polices and methods that implies;

•

the fact that Section 4 ODP may or may not be completely replaced by
Chapter 3 PDP;

•

doubts over whether the Council can leave industrial zonings out of
consideration (see Bunnings94); and

•

the relationships between the demand curves for industrial and residential
land as discussed in Bunnings.

92
93

94

For an example of a direct jurisdictional breach - where there is no founding submission - see CSF
Trustees Limited v Queenstown Lal<es District Council [2019] NZEnvC 24.
Westfield above n 71.
Bunnings Limited v Queenstown Lal<es District Council above n 3.
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4.

Outcome

[91]

I hold that the TRL submission is on the plan change. While it is clear that

potential cross-submitters (persons not heard by the Council and not before the court)
may be prejudiced by the process the Council has adopted, that is not irremediable.
There appear to be a number of options available to remedy that unfairness.

[92]
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Proposed District Plan Map 23 - Wanaka Rural

(Operative)
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